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General presentation 

 

This action research is divided into four chapters, in each one of them the relevant aspects 

to implement are described in order to achieve its respective goals. 

The first one is the pedagogical component in which is established the major reason to 

carry out this proposal according to the students’ needs and what the researcher looked to for 

improving their language skills. Besides the theoretical framework is presented which guide the 

reader to better understand what the study is about. The methodology followed in this project 

was the use of the platform StoryBird, the stages in written production and reading 

comprehension and the task based learning.  

The second one is the research component where the main objective was the reflection as 

a tool of critical thinking to change actions when teaching also when finish the practicum stage 

to verify the impact caused on the learners by this proposal. Additionally preliminary studies 

were included in order to support the current research, and also it is described the methodology 

to use, in order to know the design, the population and the instruments for gathering data. 

The third component is the outreach one. This component aimed at working with a 

different population that belongs to same population, in this case the pre-service worked with 

primary school with second and fifth graders.  

Finally, the administrative component which is related to all extra academics’ events that 

are developed in the institution and in which the pre-service teacher has to take an active part.  
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Introduction 

 

Currently, the use of technology in teaching English has taken an important place inside 

the classroom “some teachers tend to use tools such as videos, podcasts, worksheet banks, e-

learning platforms, applications, and websites, accessible through electronic devices such as 

personal computers, or smart phones. These inventions facilitate classroom environment and 

diversify learning activities” (p.15). “English in Interdisciplinary context of Life-long 

Education” 2017. 

Nonetheless, in the process of learning a language, it is important to integrate more than just one 

skill (Speaking, Listening, writing and reading) for this reason, as pre-service foreign language 

teachers, it is essential to integrate those skills in academic field in order to improve student’s 

learning process. However, writing can be a difficult skill in learning English since students do 

not have enough vocabulary, they do not know the correctly way to write in English or as 

English teachers do not implement some strategies in order that students can improve their 

academic writing.  

Taking this into account, during a week of observation was conducted at the “Escuela 

Normal Superior de Pamplona” in which it was evidenced that seventh grade have difficulties to 

write some words however, some students have an English dictionary to verify if those words are 

well written also, was verified that some students write how they listen. That is the reason why 

this study was focused on the improvement of the writing and reading skill.  

In order to reinforce those skills, a StoryBird platform was implemented, in which seventh grade 

students were motivated to writing in a creative way either short stories, poems, dialogues etc.  

http://englishcontext.kpnu.edu.ua/category/english-in-interdisciplinary-context-of-life-long-education-2017/
http://englishcontext.kpnu.edu.ua/category/english-in-interdisciplinary-context-of-life-long-education-2017/
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Justification  

 

 UNESCO, The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (1967), 

states that “learning a second language must be an essential part in the formation of a personality 

in the modern world” (p.8) since this enables a person to live and move in more than one culture 

or linguistic community. Besides, teaching a foreign language means to encourage students to be 

open mind and to establish good relationships with other people. It is to form competent people 

in the real world. 

As a way to contribute to learning and teaching English in the schools of Colombia; 

Universidad de Pamplona provides students from tenth semester of the Foreign Languages 

degree their practicum process in high schools in Pamplona or anywhere that the practitioner 

wants if they fulfill required requirements, where pre-service teachers must guide the English 

learning process of Students from high schools and they have to implement a pedagogical 

proposal that will help students to improve their performance in English.  

This study aims at implementing StoryBird, e-learning platform in order to develop 

writing skill and reading comprehension during the English classes of 7TH grade from Normal 

Superior in Pamplona having in mind the situation observed during observation process. Seventh 

grade students can use this platform in order to creative short stories or the situation presented by 

the researcher during of the implementation of the project.  

In this way, students developed their writing skill in a creative way also, reading 

comprehension because they read theirs creations. The implementation of this platform let that 

students create imaginative situations, exchanging and inventing information about the situation 
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worked in order to motivate them to see the foreign language as a vehicle for social interaction 

and show them it is possible to learn English doing what we like (Menezes, 2014).   

Furthermore, this project is composed of four components: firstly, the pedagogical 

component in which the pre-service teacher worked and his role as teacher is specified; secondly, 

the research component which serves to the improvement of the pre-service teacher in the 

educational field; thirdly, the outreach component, whose main purpose is to respond to the 

specific needs of the school community. Finally, the administrative component which includes 

all the institution events where the pre- service teacher participated. 

Objectives 

 

General objective 

 

 To develop reading comprehension and creative writing skill through the implementation 

of StoryBird platform in seventh grade students at Normal Superior Pamplona. 

Specific Objectives  

 

 To implement reflection as a transforming tool in one’s pedagogical processes of the 

integral practice.  

 To promote the development of a critical spirit in the students-practitioners that allows 

them to analyze their pedagogical work.   

 To address the English Teaching demands from the child population in the elementary 

schools in Pamplona city.  
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 To integrate the foreign languages education of the students that belong to the degree in 

Foreign Languages English-French to the educational reality in elementary school in 

Pamplona city.  

 To participate in all the extracurricular activities proposed by Normal Superior during the 

practicum process.  

 

Institutional Observation  

Topographical School’s Location  

 

The “Escuela Normal Superior” is a fairly large space, being strength the contact with the 

nature that stimulates students learning process arrived to Pamplona in January 1940 from 

Bogota. It is located in the urban area of Pamplona, Norte de Santander. This school was 

designed by the German Leopoldo Rother and it is surrounded by agricultural environment. 

Moreover, most of the students (80%) belong to the low social status and several of them come 

from rural or marginal area of Pamplona city; the institution counts with primary, high school 

and the supplementary cycle besides, the institution counts with three headquarters ( Escuela 

Nueva Iser, Escuela Rural Cariongo and La Aurora ) . The school is situated on Carrera 7 # 12-

633 Santander Avenue on Zulia’s neighborhood. 

However, there are several focused cases of students who are intolerant and aggressive. 

Those students show lack of motivation towards the future without a life project. Some of them 

with substitute homes by Colombian Family Welfare Institute, bullying, cyber bullying, 

vulnerable to the drug dependence and some cases of consumption of psychoactive substances, 
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which has exploded and some cases of micro traffic occurs. There are nearly 800 hundred 

students.  

Educative Authorities 

 

Taking into account la information established in the Educational institutional project 

(PEI). The institution “Escuela Normal Superior de Pamplona” is recognized for having a great 

team of teachers and authorities that are the major members in the school, as follow; Mr. Oscar 

Fabian Cristancho Fuentes, the head of the institution in charge of the school organization. 

Furthermore, the different committees composed by: the academic coordinator, the disciplinary 

coordinator and the higher education coordinator, who works together in order to enhance the 

quality and performance of the institution’s representative. The rest of the community of the 

institution is composed by: the students enrolled in the institution, the teachers associated to the 

institution, the head teachers and administrators, the general staff that offer their services to the 

institution, the parents or people in charge of the students and lastly, the students’ representative 

who are in front of the necessity of the students. 

Table 1. Academic Authorities/Administrative staff 

DEPENDENCIA  PERSONAL  

Rectoría  1 

Coordinación  1 

Secretaria General 1 

Secretaria programa formación complementaria  1 

Pagaduría  2 

Enfermería  1 

Servicios generales  4 

Celaduría  2 

Mantenimiento recursos físicos  1 

Parque automotor  2 

Restaurant escolar  0 
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Fundamental Aspects of the Educational Institutional Project (PEI) 

 

 

Figure 1: School  

 

The Educational Institutional Project (PEI) has as main purpose the teachers' training for 

pre-school and elementary education and emphases its educational action on an improving 

pedagogical aspects that in exchange with science, culture and the ethical formation, turns the 

future teacher into an autonomous and creative being, committed with the transmission of values, 

skills and behavior.  PEI is based on different principles such as: educability, inclusive 

education, pedagogy, use of the technologies, interculturality, and learning of a foreign language 

that aim answer to the necessities of the country and of the current world. Educational 

Institutional Project must respond to situations and needs of learners, local community, region 

and country, to be concrete, feasible and evaluable "Established by (Art.73, Law 115/54). The 

current Educational Institutional Project was renamed in November 2016. 

Currently, as an important factor for this proposal is to integrate the mission and vision of 

this institution taking into account  students of this institution have to be educated to be leaders, 
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researchers, knowledge builder’s kind and cultural affinity providing values and quality 

education in the everyday life taking into account human rights and the schools’ coexistence. 

 

Mission 

 

To train teachers of high quality, from preschool to the Complementary Training 

Program, with research, productive, technological and citizen competences within the pedagogy 

framework, and social projection to perform at the preschool and primary levels of the rural 

areas, urban and marginal urban. 

Vision  

 

The “Escuela Normal Superior” of Pamplona is seen as an Educational Institution that 

leads programs of initial and ongoing training of teachers formation within the framework of 

curricular and human integration where education professionals re-contextualize and produce 

pedagogical knowledge for the improvement of educational quality since Human rights in the 

rural, urban and marginal urban sectors, at the local, regional and national levels. 
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School symbols  

 

Figure 2: Institutional flag                              

 

Figure 3: Institutional field 

 

  

 

 

 

Normalistas: “a las cumbres” 

Figure 4: Institutional Moto  
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Rulebook 

 

The “Escuela Normal Superior” in the process of continuous improvement of the 

institution and as part of the PEI, has elaborated the School Rules with the participation of all the 

committees. This manual establishes the rules and agreements that look for a healthy and 

harmonious coexistence to promote the academic standardization and the formation in values and 

principles. The rulebook of this institution was created taking into account the mission and vision 

of it, also having in mind the actions of the members of the educative community. As product of 

this labor, adopts it and recognizes it as susceptible of changes accordingly to the events of the 

daily life and especially with the legal changes that can arise. Therefore, the responsibility is 

imposed on all actors of the educational community in the integral formation processes that 

respond to the demands of today's education in Colombia. This book should be read and owned 

by all the institution belonging members. 

It is important to mention that there is a student’s observer which are written all the 

problems of indiscipline of each student, it serves as a support of the academic life of each 

student as academic member of the institution.  

Physical facilities 

 

The Escuela Normal Superior has some requirements for students, teachers, and people in 

charge of the administrative managers.  This institution is divided into 17 buildings appropriated 

to the comfort of the personal. The preschool classrooms, the leisure and sportive spaces, the 

laboratories building, the elementary-level building and the high school-level building, there can 

be found the classrooms distributed all around the different buildings, a teachers’ lounge, a 
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library, a chemistry lab, a physics lab, a English lab, music labs, two computer rooms, one 

chapel, one auditorium, audio-visual rooms  and educative aids, two cafeterias, a restaurant, a 

farm,  a psychology and orientation room and the bathrooms for girls, boys and teachers. The 

school also has the following physical resources: a soccer field, a basketball/volleyball court, a 

coliseum, a parking lot and most of the school is surrounded by green areas and open spaces and 

an environment full of peace. The coordination’ office is in front of the rectory. Finally are 

complementary cycle classrooms. Each classroom has chairs, tables, blackboards and so on. It is 

important mention  

Institutional organization 

 

 

Figure 5: institutional organization chart. It shows the distribution and organization of the 

administrative component of the institution.   
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Figure 6: Institutional map of processes chart  
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Scholar calendar  

 

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Supervisor’s schedule  

 

Table 2. Supervisor's schedule 

N  HOUR  MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

1 7:00-7:50 6A  5to (7:15)  7A 

2 7:50-8:40 6A  5to (8:55)  7A 

3 8:40-9:30    7A  

MONTH  ACTIVITY  

September 24th  English Festival  

October 26th  Festival de la canción y exposición artística  

October 31st  Día del estudiante  

November 02nd  Entrega de insignias  

November 08th   Día de los parques nacionales  

November 16th  Terminación de clases  

November 19th Nivelación de estudiantes  

November 30th  Terminación tercer periodo académico  

Figure 7: scholar calendar. It shows the activities corresponding 

the dates and the activities of the institution. 
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4 9:30-10:20 6B   7A 2do (9:10-

10:50) 

 10:20-10:50                                BREAK  

5 10:50-11:40 6B     

6 11:40-12:30   6A 6B  

7 12:30-1:20   6A 6B  

 

Table 3. Pre-service teacher schedule 

 

N  HOUR  MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

1 7:00-7:50 6A  5to (7:15)  7A 

2 7:50-8:40 6A  5to (8:55)  7A 

3 8:40-9:30    7A  

4 9:30-10:20 6B   7A 2do (9:10-

10:50) 
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 10:20-10:50                                BREAK  

5 10:50-11:40 6B     

6 11:40-12:30   6A 6B  

7 12:30-1:20   6A 6B  

 

Pedagogical aspects  

 

As a pre-service teacher, the researcher was able to identify the methodology that 

supervisor implements and all the abilities used to promote the English learning process. 

Through this observation stage teachers provide all the requirements to face the challenges of 

teaching; meaning that they master the language,  knew the theories behind teaching a foreign 

language,  had the ability to teach inside a classroom and that they can identify the teaching 

flaws on children’s’ learning process by researching, reflecting and proposing solutions. Also, it 

is relevant to mention that teachers’ works with the national plan of bilingualism created by 

Colombian Ministry of Education with the modules that it offers facing students with a foreign 

language. It is important to mention, that supervisor doesn’t have specifics formats to plan 

because he told that could be used the formats implemented in the university. Furthermore, in 

order to control discipline in the school is used students’ observer where each teacher can write 

some branches of discipline. 

 In seventh grade, teacher is focused on speaking and listening because she told that if 

students listen then they can talk, also supervisor allows the use of dictionary to verify some 
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words that students didn’t know, the only writing activity was to create and write a message in 

the notebook but it was not produced by students because teacher copied it on the board; in this 

activity teacher did the translation of this message with the students in order to know what this 

was about. 

 

Figure 8: books worked by teacher  

 

The book way to go presents the following methodology: there is a Teacher Guide Book that 

presents vocabulary teaching tips, student’s workbook answers, rubrics, projects, writing bank, 

learning strategies /study skills and list of online resources and it is presented by module, each 

module consists of three units. Also there is a Student’s book, it presents modules, 

communicative/gap activities, grammar charts, vocabulary lists, verb list and additionally the 

Workbook where students practice and reinforcement and it presents the same number of units 

but with few pages: three pages per unit, a self-assessment page per unit and a chant activity.  
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CHAPTER 1 

PEDAGOGICAL COMPONENT 

Using story bird as a strategy to develop writing skills in 7th grade at Normal Superior in 

Pamplona, Colombia: An action research 

 

Introduction 

 

Teaching a foreign language is a difficult process due to the conception students have about 

learning a second language. Nevertheless, every teacher creates their own teaching 

preconceptions in order to look for the best way to teach English. All of that, based on English as 

foreign language has become a fundamental goal in the educational field Ministry of Education 

(2006) proposed in the National Program of bilingualism 2004-2009. Currently, it is possible to 

estimate that English as foreign language is the language of preference in our context this is why 

teachers search to apply different strategies in their teaching process to encourage students to 

gain a good English level.  

Taking into account the above, it is important to mention, one aspect that every day takes 

more relevance in the teaching process; the use of technology within the classroom has allowed 

students to be motivated to learn a foreign language “In an educational context, new technologies 

offer wider knowledge and experiences, promote social interaction, foster autonomous behaviors 

and increase learners encouragement to learn” Herrera (2013 p.167). In this case, this study aims 

at integrate the technology in the teaching English in order to develop writing production and 

reading comprehension through of the implementation of StoryBird platform. According Suarez 

(2017) “it is evident that learners have to read before learning to write” (p.26), also reading helps 
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students to acquire vocabulary, recognition of words, expressions and grammar structures which 

can be applied in the writing process.  

According to the Ministry of education it is supposed that seventh grade is placed in basic 

level, it means A2 level. However, when the pre-service teacher observed, it was noticed that the 

students do not have A2 level, because they commit some mistakes at the moment of writing, 

they write how they listen or they invent words with similarities to Spanish. Because of this, it 

was selected to work on the enhancement of creative writing using StoryBird platform in order to 

create short stories or the activities selected by the researcher.  

According Avery (2011) outlines that “StoryBird is an extremely engaging site that allows 

students to focus more on the content of their writing rather than drawing pictures.”(p.165) 

Besides Dabbs (2011) and Nordin (2010) believe that Storybird encourages creativity and it is 

fun for any group of learners. It brings learners’ abstract thoughts to real life (Dabbs, 2011) and 

helps students to “learn effective communication and collaboration” (Nordin, 2010, p.4). 

As such, the pre-service teacher decided to implement StoryBird platform in the practicum 

process at the Escuela Normal Superior de Pamplona to develop in 7th students’ creative writing 

and reading skills, which student were motivated to learn in a creative way furthermore, the use 

of this tool  allowed to break with the classroom monotone. 

Problem  

 

During a week, four non-participant observations were carried out in 7th grade courses. 

These observations were executed in order to found the population and to identify fundamental 

aspects such as the English teaching-learning processes and potential drawbacks. Through this 
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process of observation, a series of obstacles were identified. First of all, since this course has a 

big amount of students (40 students) this caused indiscipline, because the activities developed by 

the teacher was not interesting for them and some students said that English was bored for this 

reason, those students interrupt the classes with different activities that are not about English 

class. However, the principal teacher has a good methodology to teach English but she doesn’t 

integrate all the four skills in classes, supervisor focused on more speaking and listening since 

she told that if they can listen and understand they can speak. For this reason, the researcher 

decided to work with reading and writing; in order to develop writing skills through StoryBird 

platform. Writing is a process of creating written text that obtains ideas, feelings, thoughts, and 

desires to other person. (Rahmawati, 2014:15) besides, (Harmer 2007:13) mentions that writing 

involved planning what we are going to write. First, draft it. Then reviewing and editing what we 

have written and producing a final version.  

Taking to account the above, Susilo (2015) affirms when writing students frequently have 

more time to think than they do oral activities. They can go through what they know in their 

minds, and even consult dictionaries, grammar books, or other reference material to help them 

and (Harmer, 2004:31) state that writing encourages students to focus on accurate language use 

and, because they think as they write, it may provoke language development as they resolve 

problems with the writing puts into their minds.  

Summers and Eisenhower (2006) point out that the use of technologies in the classroom 

can increase motivation, decrease anxiety, lead to more student-centered activities, provide 

students with an authentic audience for which to write, and in terms of language learning, can 

promote greater language production along with a higher level of language sophistication (p. 5). 

For this reason, this research looks for integrating the use of technology through StoryBird which 
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students have the opportunity to learn in a creative way, as mentioned before students were bored 

with the activities proposed by the teacher so with this implementation the researcher seeks to 

break the monotony and to innovate with other activities in the learning process.  

The selected population, seventh grade students is around 12 and 16 years. The criterion 

to choose these students was because they presented some difficulties when learning English 

specially in writing skill and because the English teacher doesn’t work all the four competences 

in this course. According to Ministry of Education (2006) affirms that seventh grade is place at 

basic level it means A2.2 however, the researcher during institutional observation noted that 

those students are placed A1 since that they. 

 

Figure 9: Relación estándares grupo por grados. 

 

 

Statement of the problem 

 

With the purpose of developing 7th grade students’ writing skills at Normal Superior de 

Pamplona, this proposal was supported by the following questions:  
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 How StoryBird platform can develops writing skills in 7th grade students at Normal 

Superior de Pamplona?  

 How does the implementation of short stories enhance writing skills and reading 

comprehension in the learning students’ process?  

 How does the exercise of creative writing contribute on the development of students’ 

autonomy in their learning English process? 

Justification  

 

Based on what it evidenced during the four classroom observations mentioned before, it 

was important to carry out this study that will benefit 7th grade students, the Normal Superior but 

also the pre-service teacher, who put into a practice all his knowledge and engagement 

developing this project. Inasmuch as 7th grade only is focused on oral production and listening, 

during the practicum process was implemented StoryBird platform as the main tool in order to 

develop students writing skill through the creation of short stories in which students took an 

active part during their own learning process.  

It is important to mention that 7th grade student were face a new tool in their learning 

process as the implementation about Blended Learning (B-Learning) in this case the use of the 

Storybird platform. B-learning is a combination of the face-to-face part of a course and an 

appropriate use of technology (Sharma and Barrett 2007 p.21) besides Graham (2012 p.7) stated 

three main reasons which blended learning must be implemented which are: improved pedagogy; 

increased access/flexibility; and increased cost effectiveness.  

The population mentioned above, had the opportunity to access to this platform in order 

to create short stories using their imagination, this tool allowed students to enhance writing skills 
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and reading comprehension because they could read their own creations and partners’ creations. 

According Pardede (2010) the use of short stories is a good strategy because they can learn new 

vocabulary, grammar structure and to know writing style. Additionally, the implementation of 

this proposal served as a first contact with a real problem in a real educational context, and as an 

experience for the pre-service teacher with different methodologies that helped to improve the 

current needs in the learning process of students in Colombia. On the other hand, this research 

had an impact in school’s teacher since it was the first time that the use of technology will 

implemented in teaching English and they could use this tool to teach in the other graders besides 

Normal Superior in Pamplona because in this institution will be facing the new teaching 

processes and integrating the challenges of the technology. Nevertheless, this research could be a 

model for futures studies in the integration of the technology in the educational field. 

 

Objectives 

 

General Objective 

 

 To develop writing skill through StoryBird platform in 7th grade students at Normal 

Superior de Pamplona  

Specifics 

 

 To design writing workshops in order to enhance writing skills through StoryBird 

platform  

 To implement strategies to teach writing skills and reading comprehension using short 

stories.  
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 To analyze the impact of the use StoryBird platform in helping boost their written 

production. 

 To enhance students’ interest in English learning through the creation of a final product, 

in this case, a gallery walk to show students ‘creations. 

Theoretical framework. 

 

Writing skills are undoubtedly important for an effective communication as one of the 

productive skills. In this section, it is provided the theoretical foundations that supported this 

study: StoryBird platform, conception related to writing and reading comprehension, vocabulary, 

short stories, communicative approach and Task Bases Learning. 

StoryBird 

 

Storybird is a web 2.0 tool created by Mark Ury that supports the collaborative 

storytelling with the use of art galleries that inspire people to create stories (Storybird, n.d; 

Nordin, 2010). It is available at www.storybird.com and learners can activate a free personal 

account to write narratives using images to create storyboards. When creating a storyboard, 

learners can discuss what they want their story to say, how to structure it and what images to use. 

The creation of storyboards as a prewriting strategy helps learners develop their writing skill 

(Linares, 2010). 

Blended learning 

  

The term blended learning originated in the business world in connection with corporate 

training (Sharma and Barrett, 2007), then was employed in higher education (MacDonald, 2006) 

and lastly it appeared in language teaching and learning. With reference to blended learning in 
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higher education, it was defined by Banados (2006):“a combination of technology and classroom 

instruction in a flexible approach to learning that recognizes the benefits of delivering some 

training and assessment online but also uses other modes to make up a complete training 

programme which can improve learning outcomes and/or save costs” (p.534). 

Communicative approach  

 

(Canale and Swain 1980; Widdowson 1989; Halliday 1970) stressed the importance of 

communicative approach to language teaching, particularly the communicative acts underlying 

the ability to use language for different purposes and the relationship between linguistic systems 

and their communicative values in texts and discourses. Therefore, the communicative approach, 

which challenged the prevalent audio-lingual method, promoted the idea that social and cultural 

knowledge were necessary prerequisites for understanding and using linguistic forms. The list of 

communicative competences proposed by Hymes (1972), and complemented by other theorists 

includes: a) linguistic or grammatical competence; b) sociolinguistic or pragmatic competence; 

c) discourse competence, d) strategic competence (Richards and Rogers 1986; Hedge 2000), and 

e) fluency (Hedge 2000). 

Task Based Learning  

 

Harmer (2007) states that Task-Based Learning is a natural extension of communicative 

language teaching, in Task-Based Learning the emphasis is on the task rather that the language. 

Also Harmer affirms that a typical sequence starts with a Pre-task this is followed by a Task 

Cycle and the last stage Language Focus. It is important to mention, that Task-Based Learning 

allows teacher and students to concentrate on how we achieve things with language, and how we 

can use language for certain tasks. 
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Writing  

 

Oshima and Hogue, (1997)  (quoted in Elhabiri, 2013) expose that “Writing is an act of 

communication, it is considered as a skill that needs study and practice to be developed, the 

ability to write is not naturally acquired; it is usually learned as a set of practices in formal 

institutions, or other environments settings. Meanwhile, writing is an essential skill through 

which success can be attained in any academic contexts” (p.15). Additionally, Urquhart and 

McIver (2005) affirmed that “writing is a recursive process” (p. 5) which means that students are 

frequently revising throughout the process, moving back and forth among the stages of the 

writing process itself. 

Teaching Writing 

 

Writing skill is considered a complicated process, some authors have established different 

approaches in order to achieve those objectives. Harmer (2001) stated that “there are two 

approaches in teaching writing, they are focusing on the product of writing process and focusing 

on the writing process itself” (p. 25). A product approach is “a traditional approach in which 

students are encouraged to mimic a model text, usually is presented and analyzed at an early 

stage” (Gabrielatos, 2002, p.5); according to Kroll (2001) The “process approach” serves today 

as an umbrella term for many types of writing courses …. Also a process approach tends to focus 

more on varied classroom activities which promote the development of language use. Moreover, 

Richards and Renandya (2008) affirmed that “the process of writing consists of planning, 

drafting, revising and editing” (p.303). However, (Steele, 2004) state 8 stages in the writing 

process: brainstorming, planning/structuring, mind mapping, writing the first draft, peer 

feedback, editing, final draft and evaluation/teacher’s feedback. 
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  According to these theories above, the teaching of writing must be well constructed and 

based on the students’ level and capacity regarding the standards of competence. Additionally, 

no matter the approach, students must be engaged in the activities in order to construct their 

writing. 

Genre 

 

According to Harmer (2007) affirms that a genre is a type of writing which members of a 

discourse community would instantly recognise for what it was. It is possible to distinguish some 

type about genre such as: genre analysis, in which will help students see how typical texts within 

a genre are constructed and this knowledge helps them to construct appropriate texts of their 

own. And guided writing will help students produce appropriate texts even with fairly limited 

English  

Evaluating Writing  

 

In the process of teaching of writing, the evaluation plays an important role which allows 

teachers know performance’s students, as an integral component of teaching and learning, 

assessment is widely conceived to provide “up-to-date information or feedback about students 

‘progress, allowing teachers and students or both to adjust what they are doing” (Graham, Harris 

& Hebert, 2011, p. 12) besides, Brown (2001) proposed different categories for evaluating 

writing (p. 417).  
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Figure 10: categories for evaluating writing proposed by brown (2001 p.417) 

 

Reading  

 

Reading is a mental process, in which the reader collects the information of their interest. 

According to William (1984), “he defines reading as a process whereby one looks at and 

understands what has been written” which means that is necessary to develop a relationship 

between reading and writing skills in order to improve both competences to become effectively 

readers and writers. As teachers, we want that students to improve their level in terms of the 

acquisition and use of a language with the aim that they can become better communicators in any 

field, and according to some writing tips reading is of great importance in this process and also 

has been found to have a reciprocal relationship with writing, taking into account that good 

habits and reading skills improve the intellectual and cognitive student’s ability to write. Collins 

English Learner's Dictionary (1974) defined reading as an act of looking at and understanding 

point, which means that all the information enters through the reader’s eyes to understand several 
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words and structures in a sentence, paragraph, or the text itself in order to make them 

meaningful. 

Types of reading  

 

According Harmer (2007 p.99) it is necessary to do the distinction between extensive and 

intensive reading. Extensive reading refers to reading which do often away from the classroom, 

with this kind of reading, students can read novels, web pages, newspaper, and magazines it 

means the students have the chance to choose what they want to read. On the other hand, in term 

of intensive reading refers to the detailed focus on the construction of reading texts inside the 

classroom; taking into account the above, it allows to identify the vocabulary, grammar structure 

and specific information in the reading Harmer (2007 p.100). 

Reading genre 

 

According Harmer (2007 p.362) mention some genre of written language which is to 

possibly to identify a genre and to know what they look for within the text among them:  

Nonfiction (reports, editorials, essays and article etc.), fiction (novels, short stories, jokes, 

drama etc.) letters, diaries, memos, messages, announcements, academic writing (short-answer 

test responses, reports, papers, theses, books) directions, labels, signs, recipes, maps, comic 

strips, cartoons and menus etc.  

Assessing reading  

 

In order to assess reading comprehension Harmer (2007 p.101) established some 

characteristics for assessing reading such as; perceptive reading (recognition of symbols, letters 
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words) selective reading (focus on morphology, grammar and lexicon) interactive reading 

(reading-comprehension questions, scanning, re-ordering sentences) extensive reading 

(skimming, summarizing, note taking, marginal notes, highlighting and outlining).      

Short story  

 

According to Oates (1992), “A short story is, essentially, a narrated account of events, it 

represents a concentration of imagination and not an expansion; it is not more than 10,000 

words; and, no matter its mysteries or experimental properties, it achieves closure- meaning that, 

when it ends, the attentive reader understands why. The short story is generally considered an 

indigenous American art form; it is a prose piece that is not a concatenation of events, as in a 

new account or an anecdote but an intensification of meaning by way of events. Its plot may be 

wholly interior, a matter of the progression of a character’s thought”.  

Vocabulary  

 

Vocabulary is perceived as the glue that holds stories, ideas and concepts together 

allowing us to express those ideas and thoughts for an effective communication (Reading Panel, 

2001). The teaching of vocabulary has become an important aspect of the reading and writing 

processes since it contributes to students’ development of these skills inasmuch as students know 

and manage many different words that can help them to better understanding and produce in a 

foreign language. In English language teaching, vocabulary is crucial because without the 

sufficient knowledge of vocabulary, students cannot understand other people or express their 

ideas. Wilkins (1972) wrote that “. . . while without grammar very little can be conveyed, 

without vocabulary nothing can be conveyed” (p. 111). In other words, without grammar but 
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knowing vocabulary people can manage to communicate in another language by using some 

useful words and expressions. 

Literature review  

 

In this section it is included the revision of four previous studies that supported this 

research. These studies focused on writing development through StoryBird as a tool to improve 

writing production, using short stories in reading comprehension to get vocabulary and 

product/process and writing production.  

Effects of using StoryBird 

 

Taking into account the previous studies related with the use of StoryBird platform, 

Menezes (2012) said that Storybird embodies three ideas-- creating, reading, and sharing. It is 

also a collaborative storytelling tool that allows students to focus more on the content of their 

writing rather than drawing pictures. Besides Czarnecki’s research (2009) state that StoryBird 

helped the reluctant and shy students to write on their own. The use of artwork allowed students 

to develop deep reflection and higher-order thinking. Therefore, Storybird promoted 

imagination, literacy, and self-confidence. Nevertheless, those authors demonstrated that 

implementation of this tool was a good strategy because students always were motivated to learn 

and to write all the activities proposed by the teacher, However, those authors affirmed that using 

this tool is not a viable idea because some teachers are rooted in their traditional methodology 

and maybe they don’t know the use of those platforms.  

Incorporation of process and product approaches in writing production  
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Having in mind the previous studies A Taxonomy of ESL Writing Strategies: Congjun 

(2005) and Approaches to Writing in EFL/ESL Context: Balancing Product and Process in 

Writing Class at Tertiary Level: Hasan and Akhand (2010). Those authors proposed two 

approaches in terms of writing; product and process. A product approach is “a traditional 

approach in which students are encouraged to mimic a model text, usually is presented and 

analyzed at an early stage” (Gabrielatos, 2002, p.5). It means that the students follow a model in 

order to create a new piece of writing and this model is based on four stages according (Steele, 

2004) 1) Students study a model text, 2) students identify some features in this model text, 3) the 

ideas are organized and 4) write a final product. A process approach tends to focus more on 

varied classroom activities which promote the development of language use: brainstorming, 

group discussion and rewriting, this approach is focused on 8 stages in the writing process: 

brainstorming, planning/structuring, mind mapping, writing the first draft, peer feedback, editing, 

final draft and evaluation/teacher’s feedback (Steele, 2004). 

Table 3. Product and Process writing. A comparison (Steel 2004.p1) 

PROCESS WRIITNG PRODUCT WRITING 

Text as resource for comparison  Imitate model text 

Ideas as starting point  Organization of ideas are more important than 

ideas themselves  

More than one draft One draft  

More global, focused on purpose, theme, text 

type, reader is emphasized  

Features highlighted including controlled 

practice of those features  

Collaborative  Individual  

Emphasis on creative process  Emphasis on end product  
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However, those studies showed that students in product approach tried imitate the same 

model of writing presented by the teacher in other words, this approach did not help students in 

producing a good composition or their own production. In terms of process approach, the 

researchers observed that some students had some difficulties at the moment of write their 

written productions forgot to write the topic sentence of a paragraph or they did not support with 

details each paragraph. Finally, they suggested that the approach chosen will depend on the 

teacher, on the students and on the genre of the text that will worked.  

Impact of short stories in reading comprehension  

 

Taking into account two studies entitled Students' Language Skills Development through 

Short Stories: Arias (2017) and short stories use in language skills classes: students' interest and 

perception:  Pardede (2010). Those studies was related with the use of short stories in order to 

improve reading comprehension. The former showed that at the beginning students was not able 

to understand the short stories because they had not or not knew enough vocabulary because 

there were new words and expressions however, short stories were a good strategy to gain 

student motivation and the students improved their writing skills beside the researcher 

demonstrated that short stories was a guide in written production. Nevertheless, in the second 

study the author affirmed that short stories facilitated the development of the classes because, 

students enjoyed read the same stories for several time; also, the author stated that short stories 

are an interesting and complete learning material since a single story could  be  used  to  enrich  

vocabulary,  to  develop  reading  skill,  to  study  new expressions for conversation, and many 

others. Taking to account the above, it is possible to mention that short stories could motivate 
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students to learn a language and improve their writing and reading comprehension, because they 

help in the vocabulary acquisition and developing language skills.  

 

Methodology of the research 

 

Type of research 

 

This was a qualitative research that aims to study a daily teacher’s life work in which 

there was presented different situations that can be studied involving us as a teacher and as a 

researcher as Mason (2002) says, “Qualitative researching is exciting and important. It is a 

highly rewarding activity because it engages us with things that matter, in ways that matter” 

(p.11) furthermore, when we interact with people we can significantly take advantage of all those 

behaviors, relationships and experiences they can offer to us. Besides, this pedagogical 

component encompasses an action research in order to work on reading and writing skills at 

Escuela Normal Superior high school. 

This section presents some important aspects that guide the pedagogic solution planned in 

order to overcome the educative needs observed in the institution. The following process will 

implemented to achieve the objective of this project, improving creative writing and reading 

skills through the implementation of StoryBird platform. 

That was why the pre-service teacher used the stages proposed by Kemmis and 

McTaggart (1995), they suggested that the fundamental components of action research include 

the following:  
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Figure 11: Component of action research proposed by Mc Taggart (1995)  

 

Participants 

 

This project was focused in a public school in Pamplona, Colombia at the “ESCUELA 

NORMAL SUPERIOR” mainly with 7th grade students. Which students aged was around 12 

and 16 years, researcher worked with four participants. The criterion to choose these students 

was because they presented some difficulties when learning English specially in writing skill and 

because the English teacher didn’t work all the four competences in this course.  

Data collection instruments  

 

In this action research project, it is important to define the data collection instruments 

implemented in order to gather data. The researcher of this study implemented participant and 
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nonparticipant classroom observations, journals. Besides semi-structured interviews and 

students’ written productions. 

Non -participant observation  

 

  Non-participant Observation involves observing participants without actively 

participating. In other words, when using nonparticipant observations researcher does not 

interact, in any manner, with the teacher or the students while the learning session is in progress. 

“This usually takes a period of days or months, but, depending on the phenomenon in question, 

sometimes several years."(Liu & Maitlis 2010, p.416). This instrument helped us to identify the 

main needs in a specific context. Researcher did two noon-participant observation, which was 

possible to identify the needs that had the students in seventh grade.  

Participant observation  

 

In the present study the researcher takes into account  Gordon’s definition (2008), the 

participant observation is a research strategy which aims to gain a close and intimate familiarity 

with a given area of study through an intensive involvement with people in their natural 

environment(p.115). The main purpose of the observations was to verify the effectiveness on 

creative writing by using StoryBird platform so, three participant observations were carried out 

during the implementation of the study. 

Journals 

 

The reflection exercise allowed pre-service teachers to express about their work through 

narratives of their experience as a way of making sense to teachers’ everyday lives. These 
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narratives served as journals in order to write perceptions of the pedagogical component. 

(Annex, 1)  

 

Semi-Structured Interviews  

 

 According to Wengraf (2001) “Semi-structured interviews were designed to have a 

number of interviewer questions prepared in advance but such questions were designed to be 

sufficiently open that students can express their opinions freely” (p.25). So, this instrument is 

useful in the purpose of gathering deeper information about the phenomenon, taking into account 

the participants’ voices, opinions, thoughts and answers at the moment of analyzing each 

question. One semi-structured interview was implemented in order to know the students’ 

perception about StoryBird implementation (Annex, 2) 

Student written Production 

 

Students’ work can be considered as one of the richest sources of data since it not only 

provide a valid representation of students’ written productions, but also it serves to keep a record 

of their writing process during the implementation of the project. Three productions by students 

(twelve written productions) were analyzed in some aspects such as: grammar structure, lexical 

etc. those written production were downloaded from the platform since the researcher had access 

to her. (Annex, 3)  
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Table 4. Timetable data collection. Pedagogical component. 

Weeks  

instruments 

1st  

Sept.10th   

14th  

2nd 

Sept.17th  

21st   

3rd  

Sept.24th  

28th  

4th  

Oct.01st 

05th   

 

5th  

Oct.15th 

19th 

6th  

Oct.22nd 

26th  

7th 

Oct.29th 

02nd Nov 

 

 

8th 

Nov.05th 

09th  

9th 

Nov.12nd   

16th  

 

10th 

Nov.19th  

23rd   

Journals X X X x x x x X X x 

Interview          x  

Students’ 

production  

  X  x  x    

 

 

Data analysis. 

 

Data analysis is the process of transforming raw data into usable information in order to 

find something out, or to help with making decisions. According to Shamoo and Resnik (2003) 

various analytic procedures “provide a way of drawing inductive inferences from data and 

distinguishing the signal (the phenomenon of interest) from the noise (statistical fluctuations) 

present in the data” (p.1) 

In order to analyze the data, an interpretive analysis proposed by Miles and Huberman 

(1994) was implemented, these authors suggested an analysis that consisted of three procedures:   
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Figure 12: Data analysis procedures. Miles and Huberman (1994) 

 

Data analysis procedures 

 

After gathering all the information, the interpretive analysis proposed by Miles and 

Huberman (1994) was followed in order to begin with the process of content analysis. These 

authors proposed three steps: data reduction, data display and conclusion drawing and 

verification.   

Beginning with the first step, data reduction, it was necessary to get to know the data. For 

this reason, data gathered to check if it was meaningful, and to analyze and to write short 

impressions of this information. Furthermore, analytical memos, that contained reflections and 

comments about everything the researcher found from the data, were written.   

Subsequently, the researcher continued with the data display. During this step, it was 

carried out a review of the data collected by each instrument. In order to develop this step in an 
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efficient and organized way, a visual representation of each instrument, in other words matrices, 

were used. Each matrix not only contained the information gathered and who provided it – the 

participants or the researcher – but also their correspondent answers or comments. Doing it in 

this way facilitated the analysis process since it allowed the researcher to see and to analyze each 

instrument separately and setting aside the unnecessary information. Then, a general matrix with 

all the comments from the instruments were created. (Annexe 4. Matrices for the analysis 

process)  

 After having carried out the first and second steps, the data resulted in four main 

categories followed by sub-categories and descriptions related to those main categories. In the 

following figure it is shown the data after these two steps:  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using Story Bird as a strategy to develop Writing Skills in 7th grade at normal superior in 

Pamplona, Colombia: an action research 

 

Reading  Writing  
Task Based 

learning  
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Vocabulary  

Evaluating Writing: 

Content, organization, 

vocabulary, Language 

use and mechanics 

Write short stories 

 

Interest, 

vocabulary 

and 

cooperative 

work. 

Motivation, 

creativity and 

autonomous 

work.  

Figure 13: Categories, sub-categories and description  
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Finally, during the third and last step, conclusion drawing and verification, the researcher 

could attach meaning and significance to the information gathered, in other words, to trace 

connections and draw relationships while making sense of those categories. By following the 

previous steps, it was elaborated a descriptive summary of each category which was supported 

by data units taken from the participants and the researcher.   

 

Methodology of pedagogical component. 

 

The main objective of this proposal was to develop 7th grade students’ writing skills at 

Normal Superior de Pamplona through the implementation of StoryBird platform during writing 

workshops. In order to do so, it was necessary to know, the features about StoryBird platform, 

steps about reading comprehension, writing production and how to work with Task-Based 

Learning. 

StoryBird Platform  

 

StoryBird is a tool web 2.0 which allows to write stories, storytelling and poems through 

images classified by categories besides this platform allows to create stories in a collaborative 

way, in which students wrote the final version of the stories; they wrote three stories through 

platform.  

This tool had different functions:  

 You can create the account as teacher or student 

 You can select the category that you want to work depend on your interest  

 This platform allows to create stories by chapter or to create poems by one single image 
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 StoryBird allows do public or private your creations  

 Teacher can do students’ feedback inside of the platform  

 The creations can be published in the social networks or blogs  

  

 

Figure 14: StoryBird Platform 

 

Written production steps 

 

It was necessary to follow a sequence to obtain an effective written production according 

to Hammer (2004).  

Planning: In this stage the students decided what they want to write.  

Drafting: Drafting is the phase where the students expressed the first ideas about the topic or 

what they wanted to write.  
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Editing: is the phase where students read the text and decided what work or not.  

Final Version: as the final step and it was totally different form the first version.  

Evaluation and Feedback: This stage was made by the researcher taking into account the 

evaluation rubric proposed by Jacob et al (1981). However, it was modified with other aspects 

that were include them.  

Reading comprehension stages  

 

According to Harmer (2007 p.100-101) states the following steps in order to do a good 

reading comprehension. 

Scan: Students need to be able to scan the text for particular bits of information. This means that 

do not have read every word or line.  

Skim: Students were able to recognise a general idea of what it is about the text  

Reading for detailed comprehension: Students look for detailed information or picking our 

particular examples of language use.  

Task-Based Learning process 

 

According to Harmer (2007 p.51) affirms some stages about Task-Based Learning. 

Pre-Task:  Where students were introduced to the topic and told what the task will be. 

Task cycle: Where students plan the task, gathering language and information to do it, and then 

they produce the piece of writing or oral performance that the text demands. 
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Language Focus phase: Students analyze the language they used for the task. Making 

improvements and practicing any language that needs repair or development.  

Table 5. Implementation of pedagogical component 

Weeks 1st  2nd  3rd  4th  5th  6th  7th  8th  9th  10th  

 Introducti

on of the 

project 

and 

planning 

1st 

workshop 

Implement

ation 1st 

workshop 

Evaluatio

n and 

feedback 

Planning 

2nd 

workshop 

and 

implemen

tation 2nd 

workshop 

Evaluati

on and 

feedback 

Plan

ning 

3rd 

work

shop 

Implement

ation 3rd 

workshop 

Evaluati

on and 

feedback 

Finish 

academ

ic 

scholar 

 

 

Implementation of the proposal  

 

Before carrying out the three writing workshops, it was necessary to introduce students to 

the project for them to know it better. To do so, during the third week of the practicum process 

the pre-service teacher decided to present them a power point presentation in which he included 

the objectives, the schedule of the project, the kind of written productions they had to work on, 

the explanation of a writing workshop and the presentation of the platform. While presenting that 

information, students were asked what StoryBird was? The researcher explained more detailed 

that there they were going to write the stories worked on class. However, researcher told them 

they must write a draft in order to get a final version so the teacher mentioned the type of written 

productions which were a fable, an anecdote and storytelling. On the other hand, teacher showed 
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the features of this platform such as: the images, color and types of letter that they could use at 

the moment of writing the stories. After this presentation, it was evidenced that students got 

interested on the project because most of them were saying that it was amazing write there 

because it was on the computer something different that write in a piece of paper.  

In order to carry out the writing workshop it rubric was used to plan each implementation of the 

project. The stages that it contained were took of the methodology which the project was based 

on.  

GROUP: 
 

LEVEL: 
 

TEACHER:  
DATE/ DAY 

 
 

LINGUISTIC OBJECTIVE: 
 

COMMUNICATIVE OBJECTIVE: 
 

SOCIO-CULTURAL OBJECTIVE:  
 

TASK: 
 

STRATEGY DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY 

READING 

COMPREHENSION 
SCAN: 

READING 

COMPREHENSION 
VOCABULARY ACTIVITY:  

READING 

COMPREHENSION 
SKIM:  

WRITING  PLANNING:  

WRITING  DRAFTING:   

      

 

WRITING EDITING:   

 

WRITING  EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK:  

 

 

WRITING FINAL VERSION:   

 

Figure 15: plan project rubric 
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First Writing Workshop: “My first story’s contest” 

  

The first writing workshop was implemented from the 27th September until the 05th November and it was called “My first 

story’s contest” During this writing workshop, students were able to recognise how to write a fable, vocabulary related to the 

environment. Additionally, they were able to use the necessaries expressions and vocabulary to talk about the environmental problem. 

In order to develop this writing workshop, students followed the following steps: 

GROUP: 

7Ath  

LEVEL: 

A1 
 

 TEACHER: Miguel Prieto 

 

DATE/ DAY 

September 27th, 2018 / Friday 

 

LINGUISTIC OBJECTIVE 

Students were able to use 

expressions of the fable and 

vocabulary related to environmental 

problems to create a fable in past. 

Students were able to recognise the 

use of past simple  

COMMUNICATIVE 

OBJECTIVE 

Students were able to express 

environmental problems in foreign 

countries thorough a fable 

SOCIO-CULTURAL 

OBJECTIVE 

Know environmental problems 

about Anglophones countries 

TASK 

Participate in the National Contest of 

Story by inventing and writing a 

fable related to environmental 

problems in a foreign countries 

MATERIALS 

StoryBird Platform  
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STRATEGY DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY 

READING 

COMPREHENSION 

SCAN: teacher presented a fable related to environmental problems 

(THE RED MOON) 

 
 

 Each student had the fable in a piece of paper however it was 

projected so that all students are focused on the class.  

 Teacher did some general comprehension questions with the 

help of images in order to have a better understanding. 

 

1: according to the image that you are watching. What are the 

characters in the fable?   

2: where is the story presented?  
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3: What is the possible story according the images?  

4: what kind of story is it?  

 

  
 

Then, teacher with student’s help will clarify if those suppositions 

are true or false.  

 

In this first intervention, student liked them the reading presented 

since it was interesting for them. Besides, they showed an active 

participation when researcher asked some question related to the 

story. On the other hand, it was the first time that they worked this 

kind of activity on classes which helped students to be motivated in 

this moment.  

 

READING 

COMPREHENSION 

VOCABULARY ACTIVITY: In this part, teacher told students that 

they were going to read the story together, all had the opportunity to 

read one line in the text and the same time that they listened and saw 

one word unknown they underlined it. Then teacher with the help of 

images he clarified this vocabulary. Teacher showed each image 

with the vocabulary unknown so he asked: What did the image 

represent?  

In this section, the images were a good strategy because students 

could imagine each part of story, an interesting thing was that 

students imagined that was the story and that some amazing ideas 

trying to guess the story in a creative way.  
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READING 

COMPREHENSION 

SKIM: teacher is going to ask some questions related to story: those 

questions will be projected. 

1: which are the characters in the story? 

2: how was the gray planet?   

A: Happy 

B: Angry 

C: Sad 

D: excited  

 

3: who was walking on the planet?  

A: a girl  

B: a horse  

C: a little boy  

D: the teacher 

 
4: The red flower was happy? True or False, justify your answer with the 

text.  
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5: the red flower grew on the moon? True or False. Justify your answer 

with the text.  

6: why the red flower was taken to the moon?  

 

During this stage, students showed disposition to participate and answer 

the questions provided by the teacher. Students answered these question 

correctly since the previous activity related to vocabulary and reading 

helped them to understand the story worked. On the other hand, students 

identified the information with the text and they were motivated to answer 

because they had understood the story.  

 

  
 

 

WRITING  PLANNING: teacher asked students if they knew the fable’s 

structure in Spanish or English. Then teacher showed how the fable 

is formed.  
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Then, teacher told students that they must identify the fable’s part 

with the fable worked during the explanation.  

Third, teacher showed how the fable was divided in order that 

students could identify it.  

Finally, the teacher showed some useful expressions that students can 

take into account in order to write a fable. 

 

In this part, researcher explained the fable’s structure, he taught some 

useful expression to write it. One important thing to mention, students 

showed interest to write the fable however, the topic that they must 

use to do it was not so interesting because it was the environmental; 

they were working on this topic during three weeks for this reason, 

the main topic to write it was not attractive but they started to write 

it.  
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WRITING  DRAFTING: teacher told students the first task that they must start 

to write. “Participate in the National Contest of Story by inventing 

a fable related to environmental problems in a foreign countries” 
So teacher delivered them a piece of paper where the students must 

do a brainstorming about their own creation or the ideas that they 

have to write the fable. 
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Students started to write the fable in the class but hadn’t enough time 

they should continue the draft in their houses and bring it to the next 

class. 
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WRITING EDITING:  after students wrote the fable, teacher reviewed them and 

he did the appropriate corrections in order to get the final version.  
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WRITING  EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK: In order to carry out the 

evaluation step, the teacher took as reference the evaluation rubric 

proposed by Jacobs et al. (1981) however, it was modified with other 

aspects that were necessary to evaluate the written production. In 

which had a specific criteria to evaluate writing; All the written 

productions were corresponding to the participants of the project, 

these were evaluated with this criteria and most of them obtained 

good results according to it.   
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On the other hand, after revising all the written productions, students 

were given a feedback in which the pre-service teacher showed them 

the common mistakes committed by them and the positive aspects of 

their written productions. 

 

WRITING FINAL VERSION: after teacher did the pertinent corrections, the 

students will correct their creation in order to get the final version and 

students should submit it on StoryBird platform.  

 

 Here, before publication of products on StoryBird platform. 

Explained stages students use to be part of this platform.  
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Second writing workshop: “My vacation”  

 

The second writing workshop was planned to be implemented from the 26th October until the 01st November and it was called 

“my vacation”. During this writing workshop, students were able to tell how the last vacation that they had lived were, they knew how 

to write an anecdote which the main topic was (vacation) additionally, they were able to use the expressions and the vocabulary 

related to adjectives comparatives since it topic was worked during this implementation. In order to develop this writing workshop, 

students followed the following steps: 
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GROUP: 

7Ath  

LEVEL: 

A1 
 

 TEACHER: Miguel Prieto 

 

DATE/ DAY 

October 26th, 2018 / Thursday 

 

LINGUISTIC OBJECTIVE 

Students were able to use 

comparatives adjectives writing 

an anecdote about the last 

vacations.  

Students were able  to know the 

use of comparatives adjectives 

COMMUNICATIVE 

OBJECTIVE 

Students were able to tell an 

anecdote lived in the last 

vacations. 

SOCIO-CULTURAL 

OBJECTIVE 

Know how are the vacations in 

Anglophones countries 

TASK 

Write to a foreign friend through 

an anecdote how were their last 

vacations  

MATERIALS 

StoryBird Platform, video, 

images and word search  
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STRATEGY DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY 

READING 

COMPREHENSION 

SCAN: teacher presented an anecdote (THE FOOTBALL GAME) each 

student had the anecdote in a piece of paper however it was projected so that 

STAGES DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY 

OPENING   In order to start the second intervention, researcher showed 

                                        
a video about vacations. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1WGltGszJBQ 

 Second, researcher told students that they were going to 

watch it; they should say what the video was about? In 

order to that student can identify the general topic that 

were worked in this intervention.  
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all students were focused on the class. 

 
 Teacher did some general comprehension questions, with the help of 

images in order to have a better understanding. 

 

 
1: according to the image that you are watching.  

What could be the possible story? 
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2: what are the main characters?  

3: where do you think the story is developed?  

4: when do you think the story is developed? 

Then teacher with student’s help clarified if those suppositions were true or 

false.  

READING 

COMPREHENSION 

VOCABULARY ACTIVITY: In this part, teacher told students that they 

were going to read the story together, all had the opportunity to read one line 

in the text and the same time that they listened and saw one word unknown 

they must underline it.  

In order to identify the comparatives adjectives mentioned in the story; 

researcher delivered a word search where students must look for it.  

   
Then teacher with the help of images clarified this vocabulary. 

 

Teacher showed each image with the vocabulary unknown so he will ask: 

What did the image represent?  
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READING 

COMPREHENSION 

SKIM: teacher asked some questions related to story: those questions were 

projected. 

1: which are the characters in the story? 

2: What were the brothers doing?   

A: talking about a party  

B: watching a football game  

C: Watching TV 

D: Eating with the friends 

 

3: What was the name of the soccer teams? 
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A: Junior and Cucuta  

B: Real Madrid and Barcelona  

C: the Eagles and the Hawks 

D: Brazil and Colombia  

 

4: Which team won the match?  

 

A: Real Madrid  

B: The Hawks 

C: The Eagles 

D: Colombia 

 
5: The brother was angry? True or False, justify your answer with the text.  

6: What time did they arrive at the house? 

 

  
WRITING  PLANNING: teacher told students if they knew the anecdote’s structure in 

Spanish or English. Then teacher explained what an anecdote was?  

An anecdote is a very short story that is significant to the topic at hand; 

usually adding personal knowledge or experience to the topic. 

 

Then, teacher told students that they must identify the anecdote’s structure 

with the story worked during the explanation.  

Third, teacher showed how the anecdote is divided in order that students 

could identify it.  
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Finally, showed some useful expressions that students can take into account 

in order to write an anecdote in English.  

Beginning your story: 

 First of all, 

 To start off with, 

 Initially, 

 To begin with, 

 In my last vacations, 

 I want to tell you about my last vacations, 

Continuing the story: 

 Then, 

 After that, 

 Next, 

 As soon as / When + full clause, 

 ...but then 

 Immediately, 

 However  

 Suddenly  

Ending the Story:  

 Finally, 

 In the end, 

 Eventually, 
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WRITING  DRAFTING: teacher told students the second task that they must start to 

write. “Write to a foreign friend through an anecdote how their last 

vacations were” students started to write the anecdote in the class but they 

should make the draft in their houses and bring it to the next class. 
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WRITING EDITING:  after students wrote the anecdote, teacher reviewed them and he 

did the appropriate corrections in order to get the final version.  

WRITING FINAL VERSION: after teacher did the pertinent corrections, the students 

corrected their creation in order to get the final version and students should 

submit it on StoryBird platform. 

  
  

WRITING  EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK: In order to carry out the evaluation 

step, the teacher took as reference the evaluation rubric proposed by Jacobs 

et al. (1981) however, it was modified with other aspects that were necessary 

to evaluate the written production. In which had a specific criteria to evaluate 

writing; All the written productions were corresponding to the participants 

of the project, these were evaluated with this criteria and most of them 

obtained good results according to it.   
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Third Writing workshop “My first international story’s contest”  

 

The third writing workshop was planned to be implemented from the 07th November until the 16th November and it was called “My 

first international story’s contest”. During this workshop, students were able to recognise the storytelling’s structure, they learnt 

vocabulary related to fantasy’s story in which they acquired it through a game, the task in this implementation was invent the new 
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version of Grimm Brothers’ stories which teacher told them that it was going to be sent to the international story’s contest in London. 

In order to develop this writing workshop, the students followed the following steps:  

GROUP: 

7Ath  

LEVEL: 

A1 
 

 TEACHER: Miguel Prieto 

 

DATE/ DAY 

November 7th, 2018 / Thursday 

 

LINGUISTIC OBJECTIVE 

Students were able to use 

vocabulary related to fantasy’s 

story in order to invent a 

storytelling with an original 

version.   

 

COMMUNICATIVE 

OBJECTIVE 

Students were able to invent the 

new version of Grimm brothers’ 

stories  

SOCIO-CULTURAL 

OBJECTIVE 

Student recognized the Grimm 

Brothers’ stories in English  

 

TASK 

Invent the new version of the 

Grimm brothers' stories to be sent 

to the international story contest 

in London. 

 

MATERIALS 

StoryBird Platform, video, 

images and game   

 

STRATEGY DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY 
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OPENING  In order to develop the third writing workshop, teacher showed a video 

related to the Grimm Brothers’ Grimm.  

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02W4L3l6660 

 

After student watched it, teacher asked them: Did you know what the 

story’s name?  

A: little red riding hood 

B: red rose  

C: snow white 

D: the wolf  

 

With this video, students were introduced could imagine that they were 

going to work with the storytelling.  

 

READING 

COMPREHENSION 

SCAN: teacher presented a storytelling (LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD) each 

student had this story in a piece of paper however it was projected so that all 

students were focused on the class.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02W4L3l6660
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This storytelling was a adapted version taken in British council (Learning 

Kids) since if researcher presented the original version it will be very long 

and the students were bored with this activity.  

https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/es/short-stories/little-red-riding-

hood  

 

  

READING 

COMPREHENSION 

VOCABULARY ACTIVITY: In this part, teacher told students that they 

were going to read the story so they must highline the words unknown. Then 

teacher delivered a piece of paper with two different activities where students 

had to complete it in order to have a better understanding  

    
https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/es/short-stories/little-red-riding-

hood  

 

In this way student clarified the doubts in terms of vocabulary.  

https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/es/short-stories/little-red-riding-hood
https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/es/short-stories/little-red-riding-hood
https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/es/short-stories/little-red-riding-hood
https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/es/short-stories/little-red-riding-hood
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Secondly, teacher taught the new vocabulary related to fantasy’s story 

through a game called “lottery” where students knew all the vocabulary they 

must use in the next writing production. The game was developed in groups. 

  
 

 
 

 

READING 

COMPREHENSION 

SKIM: teacher asked some questions related to story: those questions were 

projected. 
 
Who was visiting Little Red Riding Hood? 
A: HER BOYFRIEND  

B: HER GRANNY 
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C: HER AUNT  

D: HER FRIEND 

  

 

Little Red Riding Hood met the wolf? TRUE OR FALSE AND JUSTIFY 

YOUR ANSWER IN THE TEXT  

 

Who helped Granny and Little Red Riding Hood? 

 

The wolf ate the grandmother? TRUE OR FALSE AND JUSTIFY YOUR 

ANSWER IN THE TEXT  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

WRITING  PLANNING: Teacher told students that they were going to write a 

storytelling which they must invent a new version of the Grimm Brothers’ 

stories. Teacher showed some storytelling that they could take into account 

to create it.  
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Teacher mentioned the task that they must accomplish: “Invent the new 

version of the Grimm brothers' stories to be sent to the international story 

contest in London” 

 

 

 

WRITING  DRAFTING: Taking into account the task mentioned above, students wrote 

to write their own creation; teacher told them they could work in groups or 

pairs since that the written production must be delivered the next class.  

  
 

WRITING EDITING:  after students wrote the anecdote, teacher reviewed them and he 

did the appropriate corrections in order to get the final version.  

WRITING FINAL VERSION: after teacher did the pertinent corrections, the students 

corrected their creation in order to get the final version and students should 

submit it on StoryBird platform. 
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WRITING  EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK: In order to carry out the evaluation 

step, the teacher took as reference the evaluation rubric proposed by Jacobs 

et al. (1981) however, it was modified with other aspects that were necessary 

to evaluate the written production. In which had a specific criteria to evaluate 

writing; All the written productions were corresponding to the participants 

of the project, these were evaluated with this criteria and most of them 

obtained good results according to it.   
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Findings  

 

As it was mentioned in the data analysis procedure, four major categories resulted from 

all data gathered as follows: a) reading; b) writing; c) Task Based Learning and; d) StoryBird 

platform. These four categories are followed by some sub-categories and description which are 

supported by the data units taken from the participant’s interviews and written productions as 

well as journal from the researcher. In this section, it is described the findings that came up from 

the pedagogical implementation which aimed at developing writing skill of seventh grade at 

Normal Superior in Pamplona.  

Reading 

 

Read is a mental process, in which the reader collects the information of their interest. 

According to William (1984), “he defines reading as a process whereby one looks at and 

understands what has been written”. Taking this into account, it is important to highlight that to 

carry out the reading comprehension, many aspects need to be worked such as understanding of 

words, symbols, letters and even sentences’ structure. When it comes to the understanding of 

words, it refers to vocabulary. Vocabulary is seen as a problem when working on reading 

comprehension since the lack of it impedes its development. Regarding vocabulary, all 

participants and the researcher argued that pre-teaching vocabulary in a creative way allowed 

them to know new vocabulary, also facilitated the understanding of the texts worked on class. 

With regards to the activities worked to teach vocabulary (game, videos and images) the 

participants affirmed through interviews that the videos and images permitted to understand and 

imagine what happened in each part of story. “yo aprendí más con el video, nos ayudaba a 

contextualizar mejor lo que sucede en cada parte de la historia” P1. “las imágenes porque uno 
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al mirarla  se guiaba más para saber cuál era la palabra que representaba la imagen” P3. On 

the other hand, the researcher pointed out in the journals that when vocabulary was taught 

through different activities, which students learnt new vocabulary in a creative way and they felt 

motivated to participate and work on the writing workshop. “Researcher taught vocabulary 

related to fantasy’s story through a game (lottery), in this game students were so motivated to 

participate since it caught their attention” (Journal, N°3). As Wilkins (1972) wrote “while 

without grammar very little can be conveyed, without vocabulary nothing can be conveyed” (p. 

111). In other words, without grammar but knowing vocabulary people can manage to 

communicate in another language by using some useful words and expressions. These results 

coincide with Pardede (2010) stated that read short stories allow students enrich vocabulary, to 

develop reading skills, to study new expressions for conversation, and many others. Taking to 

account the above, it is possible to mention that short stories could motivate students to learn a 

language and improve their reading comprehension, because it facilitated the vocabulary 

acquisition and developing language skills.  

 

Writing 

 

According to the Common European Framework, writing is one of the productive skills 

required to be proficient in English and Urquhart and McIver (2005) affirmed that “writing is a 

recursive process” (p. 5) which means that students are frequently revising throughout the 

process, moving back and forth among the stages of the writing process itself. Taking into 

account the above, during the evaluation of the students’ production, the researcher found the 

students’ progress in terms of the content, organization, vocabulary, language use and 

mechanics improved and changed during the implementation of the three writing workshop 
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since the texts worked on class were from the more complex to the simpler as it is remarked by 

the researcher since the first writing workshop to the third “In the second written production, 

participants improved in terms of use the correct time to write the story, the use of vocabulary, 

misspelling, capitalization and punctuation” (Journal, N°2) since in the first workshop the 

students used the wrong verbal tense (present simple) and they confused the writing of some 

words or they wrote the words in Spanish (honey/money, thath/that, gread/great, bing/big, 

wish/witch, trigger/tiger etc.) . Additionally this statement is confirmed by the participants since 

they stated that writing the short stories such as: fables, anecdotes and storytelling help them 

improve in terms of grammar rules and use of vocabulary that they didn’t know. “Escribir los 

textos me ayudó a conjugar bien los verbos y a escribir bien el vocabulario porque ya sabíamos 

cómo se escribía” P3. “La escritura de las historias me ayudaron a conocer nuevo vocabulario 

que no sabía” P1. Taking into account the above, Arias (2014) stated that short stories are a 

guide in the written production because is a complete learning material where students learn 

vocabulary, grammar structures and new expressions in order to improve the writing skills.  

With regards to writing process also it was found that students at the beginning used the 

translator to write some sentences or expressions, which in the other written productions didn’t 

use it and create it with the vocabulary and the expression taught in every project’s 

implementation. “The student had few mistakes, in some cases he used translator to create the 

sentences” Ex: “The when wey they looked again it was gone” (Journal, N°2). Besides, it is 

important mention that participants were very organized writing the stories since these were clear 

and understandable however, in some cases one of the participant didn’t accomplish with the 

goal of the writing workshop because he didn’t follow the suggestions made by the teacher.  

Taking into account the descriptors in creative writing by the Common European Framework of 
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References for languages states that students in a level A1 can write simple phrases and 

sentences about themselves, where they live and what they do. Which it was evidenced when 

they wrote shot stories such as: fable, anecdotes and storytelling even though they did not have 

enough vocabulary and were not well prepared grammatically. 

Task based learning  

 

Harmer (2007) states that Task-Based Learning is a natural extension of communicative 

language teaching, in Task-Based Learning the emphasis is on the task rather that the language. 

During the project’s implementation were implemented three main task which students 

developed their writing process. Taking into account the above emerged some sub categories: 

interest, vocabulary and cooperative work. In terms of interest, all the participants in each 

section showed more interest to participate and learn in a creative way, which during the 

interventions the researcher found that participants were motivated since the activities developed 

were interesting for them and they were learning in an innovative way “On the other hand, 

students were very happy because rarely in an English class these kind of activities (games) were 

implemented to teach something” (Journal, N° 3) “Researcher could verify that students were 

motivated in the second task since they wanted to tell about the last vacation an interesting topic 

for them”(Journal,N°2). 

Subsequently, In terms of vocabulary all participants argued that the way they worked the 

vocabulary was a good methodology because they knew the meaning about it and it was worked 

through images, videos and games. “El vocabulario presentado en clase fue de una manera 

diferente en imágenes, videos y juegos y a la vez este fue de gran ayuda para realizar nuestros 

escritos. Me ayudó a tener más vocabulario que yo no conocía” P1. “El vocabulario como usted 

nos los presentó nos ayudaba a saber el significado y así lo podiamos aplicar a los textos sin 
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equivocarnos” P1.  Newton (2001) stated Task based learning gives language learners’ 

opportunity to learn vocabulary. Usually teachers explain vocabulary in a pre-task and learners 

are not involved, words taught that way are easily forgotten so it is beneficial for the students if 

the teacher thinks of creative ways to involve students in the pre-task, these theory coincide with 

the information aforementioned.  

Additionally, through development of this project, it was evidenced the cooperative work 

helped them in their writing process since if someone didn’t know one word or how to make a 

sentences they could help each other, it was supported through interviews “el trabajo en grupo 

nos ayudó porque había estudiantes que no sabían mucho que otros y pues entre todos nos 

ayudábamos” P2. However, one of the participants argued that “Para mi es mejor hacerlo 

individual porque uno puede ser más profundo al momento de escribir de algo… En grupo fue 

divertido porque trabajamos con los amigos” P1. Also, it was supported in the researcher’s 

reflection which students felt motivated to write the last story worked on class “In this creation, 

researcher told them that it were going to work in groups which caught the student’s attention 

because they were going to work together and it will be easier to create”(Journal, N°3). Vanden 

(2006) stated learners are a group of participants, many of the tasks are made in pairs or groups 

which students felt more motivated while performing the task, its mean that they guide their own 

learning.  

StoryBird platform    

 

Storybird is a web 2.0 tool created by Mark Ury that supports the collaborative 

storytelling with the use of art galleries that inspire people to create stories (Storybird, n.d; 

Nordin, 2010). When creating a storyboard, learners can discuss what they want their story to 

say, how to structure it and what images to use. During the development of the project students 
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used this platform to write the short stories in a creative way where they had a variety of 

resources at the moment of create it (images, colors and different types of letter) taking into 

account the above, some aspects emerged from students’ interviews and the journal written by 

the researcher. It was found some sub-categories dealing with motivation, creativity and 

autonomous work. In terms of motivation, students were motivated at the moment of using this 

platform since, it was a creative way of writing the stories also because they were writing in an 

interactive way and not in a sheet as they used to do it in the other classes “Researcher could 

notice that students were excited using this platform, they said that it was very funny write there 

because they could use the image they wanted and the colors preferred in their creations” 

(Journal, N°2). Also, students established that use this platform motivated them since they were 

from a computer, they watched the stories of classmates and they could share it with other 

people. “Si me motivó ya que lo podía hacer desde mi computador y se lo podía mostrar a más 

gente y era bonito por las funciones que tenía” P2. “Si me motivó mucho porque ahí podiamos 

ver otras historias que ya habían creado y pues ya sabía cómo crearlas” P4. It coincides with 

Menezes (2012) that stated, Storybird embodies three ideas-- creating, reading, and sharing. It is 

also a collaborative storytelling tool that allows students to focus more on the content of their 

writing rather than drawing pictures. 

Consequently, In terms of creativity, all participants indicated that the platform was a 

good tool because it had a variety of images, colors and different types of letter which liked them 

since it was a creative way of writing their stories there. “lo más bonito de esta plataforma fue la 

variedad de cosas que uno utilizaba como los colores, la letra y las imágenes para que la 

historia quedará más bonita” P3. “Creo que la plataforma fue algo diferente ya que no era 

escribir a lápiz y en hojas y pues usted la personalizaba como quisiera mediante las imágenes 
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que tenía la plataforma”P4. Czarnecki’s research (2009) stated that StoryBird helped the 

reluctant and shy students to write on their own through images and different types of letter, the 

use of artwork allowed students to develop the imagination, self-confidence that they can write 

in English in a creative way.  

On the other hand, all participants stated that the use of this platform allowed them the 

autonomous work because could use it when they wanted since there was not a restriction to 

access it and this platform was free, which it was supported on students’ interviews. “si porque 

podíamos utilizar la plataforma cuando nosotros quisiéramos, además porque no era escribir a 

lápiz y era por medio del computador” P2. “Si porque la plataforma la podiamos utilizar las 

veces que quisieramos no había resticción alguna solo era tener el internet pero usted la podía 

utlilzar en cualquier momento” P4. However, it was evidenced that not all the students 

submitted the stories on the platform. “Students in the first writing production didn’t submit their 

creation unlike in the other productions they wrote these stories on the platform” (Journal, N°3)   

Although this project mainly focused on the writing process, it is true that many aspects 

emerged from the data analysis and had more impact on students learning process than the 

writing process itself. 

Conclusions  

 

The purpose of this study primarily centered on the use of StoryBird as strategy to 

develop writing skills in 7th grade at Normal Superior in Pamplona.  

Throughout this research, students found out the positive changes and improvements they 

had on their writing skills as they worked on the writing workshops. They also perceived the 

impact of the platform which improved in terms of content, organization, vocabulary, language 
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use and mechanics; but on their own learning process since they evidenced that working on 

aspects of their interest such as autonomous work, creativity and learning vocabulary through 

different activities as games, videos and images increased their motivation because they could 

better carry out the writing workshops. Additionally, students had the opportunity of having the 

control in their creation at moment of using this platform since they could use it in any moment 

using all the variety of resources given there.   

Furthermore, researcher found out the importance that when teaching writing, it is 

important to look for the new strategies to motivate students to learn in a creative way and 

innovating in the learning process. However, it is important mention that some students didn’t 

have the same engagement during the implementation of the project since they didn’t submit the 

stories on the platform but it was evidenced that the motivation that they had at the moment of 

learning through of different activities proposed by the researcher.  

Giving the prior statements, it can be said that these results relate to previous studies on 

writing development and the elements that make part of it such as vocabulary, reading 

comprehension, and in this case, writing workshops and the task based learning. Furthermore, 

this research might contribute to the writing skill development through writing workshops as 

innovative and effective tools to support the writing process. However, results from this research 

derived from a group of four students of seventh grade students in a public school in Colombia. 

Having that in mind, these results cannot be an overall representation of Colombian school 

students. 
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Recommendations  

 

Finally, it is highly recommended further studies based on the outcomes of this research 

as there exists some issues that need to be addressed such as importance of the writing process in 

learning of a foreign language, the perception of students with regards to learn a new language in 

an innovative way or how new methodologies are helping in the student learning process of a 

foreign language. 

Also, it is important to highline in further studies that researcher must provide the 

previous knowledge before starting the writing process in this case, teach the new vocabulary 

since that student must know it. On the other hand, verify if the schools have a good internet 

connection because it is necessary that researcher verify if the students are using the platform 

correctly. It is also recommended that teachers take advantage of the video rooms that are in 

schools so that students feel motivated. Finally, it is necessary to train students in the use of this 

platform so they can exploit it.  

Chapter II: Research Component 

In the Foreign Languages Program (PLEX) training context, training teachers’ 

pedagogical practices are one of the interests and focus update to study and document the 

teaching-learning process improvement in order to qualify education. 

Even though there is a clear interest in light of the evident necessity to understand and 

transform the pedagogical practicum. Hence, it is beneficial that local studies specially focus on 

the learning problem than in matters of teaching. 

It has been considered relevant to design a project that establishes a reflective approach 

on practices with the aim of objectifying knowledge, behavior and attitudes that guide teachers’ 
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labor. Additionally, as an assimilation, immersion, and conscious exploration exercise of one’s 

own teachers’ subjectivity, through the formulation of questions and search for information for 

problem solving and for self-recognition. 

Problem 

 

At school, the core aspects of the constitution of the subjects are assumed, of the 

institutional life without question, are seen as imprints, stable and invariable features that are part 

of the identity and the school culture. When the events unfold without major alteration, the 

teacher runs the risk of being installed in logic of action that does not allow the pedagogical 

evolution and the renovation of the school culture. A practice that not reflect to the emergence of 

problematic situations; these realities are ignored, invisible. In this way, the pedagogical practice 

is assumed from reproductive codes that install the teachers in a traditional way, of cultural 

reproduction becoming a barrier for the appearance of emerging practices tending to generate 

transformations of thought and knowledge, to respond to social needs. 

Because of this situation which affects teachers, it is required teacher training process, in 

the future teacher, encourage a critical and reflective spirit that contributes to the improvement of 

their pedagogical practices, so that these can be essential elements that impact and transform 

their work and future professional performance. 

  In the case of the Degree in Foreign Languages of the University of Pamplona, the 

reflection is conceived as a fundamental exercise so that students who carry out their integral 

practice, can evaluate themselves, install a critical and constructive sense at their work in the 

teaching role. 

To start this study the following guiding questions are formulated:  
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• How does the implementation of reflection contribute to the transformation of the pedagogical 

processes inherent in the development of integral practice? 

• How does the exercise of reflection influence the development of the critical spirit of student-

practitioners in the analysis of their pedagogical work? 

Justification 

 

The design of this project in the Foreign Languages practicum context focused on a 

professional conception of the practicum as a cutting edge sharpen to improve educative 

processes in the application institutions where PRADO was being executed. It was considered 

that conceding importance to the reflection role in the teaching process was the first step to 

understand the difficulties of the profession, one’s performances and to be interested in knowing 

the different models and approaches to respond to a problematic situation and establishes an 

analytical look at it. 

In accordance with what the philosopher of education John Dewey, precursor in the 

applied teaching reflective thinking field, exposed, it was justified the necessity of carrying it out 

this project with the aim of giving students analytic and self-observation tools that allowed them 

to distinguish between routine action and reflective action. It was considered that a reflective 

approach protect shields the agents in a traditional context of inertia and the authority they had in 

the school.  

Objectives  

 

General Objectives.  
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 To implement reflection as a transforming tool in one’s pedagogical processes of the 

integral practice.  

 To promote the development of a critical spirit in the students-practitioners that allows 

them to analyze their pedagogical work.  

Specific Objectives.  

 

 To consolidate a group of teachers-practitioners with a critical spirit who reflects and  

Presents proposals and alternative solutions to problems presented in their pedagogical 

practice.   

 To socialize criteria, share ideas and guidelines to assume their pedagogical practice and 

to be placed effectively in the institution.  

 To identify and to analyze strategies that students use in their pedagogical practice.   

 To implement reflective workshops and development of didactic units that guide the  

Reflection of Students-Practitioners.  

 To analyze one’s beliefs about the teaching work and about the students. 

Theoretical Framework  

 

The theory about the teaching profession, reflection, reflective practice and pedagogical 

practice form this study theoretical framework. To be slightly clear about these concepts that 

concerned this research project, it was presented an approximation of each one of them.   

Teaching profession.  
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The teacher is one of the fundamental members of every educational institution and has 

the function of sharing knowledge based on a specific science or art; who additionally, has the 

responsibility of his/her students’ comprehensive training. 

Teaching requires a series of skills that currently constitute a conceptualization and a way 

to operate the planning and management of human resources in order to facilitate a link between  

Management, work and education. So that, each teacher must accomplish all the teaching 

competences that allow her/him to control of a group of knowledge and skills in a specific area, 

given that the first intellectual requirement of a professional is the level in which he/she develops 

his/her activity. Similarly, each teacher must possess some competences regarding the content 

organization, it means that the pedagogical practice not only requires to organize the content to 

be learnt by the students but also to anticipate teaching conditions inside or outside the 

educational context. The immediate function that a teacher must develop is to design or 

anticipate the teaching practice.  

 

 

Reflection 

 

Talking about reflection implied to address different conceptions about this notion. For 

this reason, in order to deepen its definition, it was taken into account two different aspects: a) 

reflection as a process; and b) reflection as a theme (Correa Molina et al 2010) 

Reflection as a process.  
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  Reflection is developed through a series of stages that result in a cycling process. 

According to Schön (1983) cited by Correa Molina et al (2010) to reflect on experience implies 

“un tipo de diálogo reflexivo con la situación, donde el lenguaje favorecería el acceso a las 

experiencias del individuo, lo que permitiría extraer una nueva estructuración de la situación”. 

The stages of the process of reflection were evidenced in the following figure:  

 

Figure 16: reflection a process 

Reflection as a theme. 

 

The conception of reflection is based on a theme related to this concept. For this, it was 

taking into account what Grimmet et al (1999) cited by Correa Molina et al (2010) stated, they 

affirmed that reflection is based on three different perspectives: reflection as an instrumental 

mediation of action, reflection as a deliberation, and reflection as a reconstruction of experience. 

For the first two perspectives the external aspects were the source of knowledge that allowed 

reflection; and for the third perspective, it was the conceptual aspects what allowed the reflection 
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exercise. At the same time, these perspectives counted on mediators who executed this process; 

at first instance, it was found action, context, colleagues and the person who reflected. 

Reflective Practice. 

 

It was necessary that teachers asked themselves about their own practice and about the 

impact they had generated in order to update and to qualify academic proposals at the University 

and to orientate students towards new ways to relate to the world. Teachers played a main role in 

the current educational world; they performed in a complex space suppressed to a determined 

constant change with the aim of integrate different factors and conditions. The Teaching 

profession requires that: “los profesores desarrollen sus conocimientos profesionales en relación 

con las circunstancias cambiantes” (Ebutt y EllioT:1986). In this context, the problems of the 

practicum and the classroom setting required a particular treatment addressed to comprehension 

and social interaction. The necessity to articulate the changing social reality of our pedagogical 

work was evidenced in the existence of numerous attempts to explain the school dropout 

phenomenon and in the search of different ways to face this phenomenon, to fulfill the school 

work. This study served teachers who participated to reflect on their methodological processes in 

the light of reflection as an only rational and ethical ways of procedure. (Sacristán 1999).   

According to Van Manen (1997) there exists different levels of reflexivity. At one level, 

the effective application of skills and technical knowledge occur in the classroom; reflection 

applies to the selection and correct use of the didactic strategies that teachers will use.   

At the second level, reflection bears on the implicit budgets of the specific classroom practices. 

Then, it was analyzed that the consequences of the adapted strategies and the curriculum, 
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practices were based on the application of the educational criteria to the teaching practice to 

make pedagogical decisions to be adopted to the institutional reality and to the contexts.  

At a third level, Van Manen established a critical reflection exercise; in this level it was 

presented a more elaborated reflection, an ethical, normative and moral criteria questioning 

linked directly or indirectly to the classroom. 

Pedagogical Practice. 

 

To analyze and reflect on the practicum, it was considered appropriate to resort 

methodologically to a conceptual operation of practicum classification; to do so, it was assumed 

Zeichner’s proposal which established several modalities of the practicum as follows: 

Academic practicum.   

 

  It was focused on preparing teachers who were able of reflecting on their courses, in a 

way that they transformed them in comprehensible structures for students. 

 

Social Efficiency Practicum. 

 

Its purpose was to achieve an effective teaching through the application of didactic 

techniques based on general principles that resulted from pedagogical research. In this case, 

reflection consisted of a strategic decision: “seleccionar entre la gama de técnicas disponibles la 

que se considere más eficaz”. This was the form of proceeding from the technical rationality. 

Development.  
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Teaching is based on students’ interests and development, and, at the same time, it 

considers teachers’ development as a teacher and as a person. 

Social Reconstruction.  

 

  The center of reflection is the social, economic and political context, in a way to promote 

democratic relationships in the classroom, and equal and fair in the social context.  

Generic.  

 

Programs refer to reflection in a generic way, but without specifying the ambitions of the 

programs or the contents on what to reflect nor the strategies to foster reflective learning.  

Reflection promoters.  

 

According to Schulman (1987), these promoters are the teacher's cognitive basis for 

classroom life; they are essential because they constitute the element of reflective thinking that 

contributes in the process of own knowledge that a good teacher needs to make decisions in the 

classroom. 

Critical element on reflective thinking.  

 

This element of the reflective thinking relates to “los aspectos morales y éticos de la 

compassion y la justicia social” according to Sparks-Langer and Colton 1991:39. The interest in 

social justice and ethics in education. 

These author established the following categories of knowledge:  

1) Knowledge of content  
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2) General pedagogical knowledge   

3) Curricular knowledge (materials, programs, etc.)  

4) Teaching knowledge and professional configuration  

5) Students’ knowledge and their characteristics    

6) Knowledge of educational contexts  

7) The knowledge of fundamentals: philosophical, historical, and axiological 

According to Georgea Spark-Langer and Amy Colton, the narrative element is one of the 

reflective thinking elements that make part of this study as an instrument. This element was 

related to the teacher’s narratives in order to encourage short stories about his/her experience in 

the classroom which came in different forms but accomplished diverse functions in the 

subjectivity, and in the constitution of subjectivity. In this component it was situated the 

teachers’ journals in which writing unchained the elaboration of the teacher’s reflective thinking 

about his/her experience of practice, objective, subjective and inter-subjective.   

Methodology  

 

The methodological strategy proposed in this study had as central exe the ongoing 

reflection that, additionally, considered the convening of meetings to strengthen the practicum 

group as an initial space to address the education and professional problematic. The principles of 

organization were autonomy, planning and self-observation. In order to review the impact of the 

reflective proposal about this process of practicum, it carried out a process of socialization and 

systematization of itself.  
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This study belonged to the qualitative research approach, from the perspective of 

reflection as a vocational space that greatly contributed to the description, identification and 

analysis of the pedagogical practice itself. 

With regards to the data collection, it was proposed the implementation of the following 

instruments: 

Reflection workshops.  

 

The reflection workshops have the fundamental purpose of guiding the reflective process 

of the students-practitioners, but, at the same time to socialize and to share own experiences of 

their work in order to enrich their process and include new tools that allows them to transform 

their pedagogical practices. Two reflection workshops were carried out.   

Self-observation cards.  

 

The self-observation card aim at guiding the student-practitioner towards an own 

perspective of his/her exercise as a teacher and his/her role in the classroom and the educational 

community field where he belonged to, during the practicum stage were developed 2 self-

observation cards. (Annex, 5)  

Narratives.  

 

The reflection exercise allows students to express about their work through narratives of 

their experience as a way of making sense to teachers’ everyday lives. Since this exercise allows 

pre-service teachers to express their process. These were done each week. (Annex, 6)  
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Class recordings.  

 

To have evidence of the students-practitioners performances in the classroom allows to 

reflect on different aspects regarding the teaching-learning processes in the Foreign Languages 

context that will be taken into account by the training teacher in his/her reflection exercise. These 

recordings allow to have an external and constructive look at his/her pedagogical practices. 

During the stage of practicum was not possible to record the class since the time and the 

conditions that didn’t allowed it. However, it was possible to analyze a student’s intervention in 

which it was evidenced how the practionner develop a class and other pre-service teacher can 

learn of this intervention, beside some advices were given taken into account the activities 

developed in class.   

Table 6. Research component Timetable 

  

Weeks  

instruments 

1st  

Sept.10th   

14th  

2nd 

Sept.17th  

21st   

3rd  

Sept.24th  

28th  

4th  

Oct.01st 

05th   

 

5th  

Oct.15th 

19th 

6th  

Oct.22nd 

26th  

7th 

Oct.29th 

02nd Nov 

 

 

8th 

Nov.05th 

09th  

9th 

Nov.12nd   

16th  

 

10th 

Nov.19th  

23rd   

Narratives X x X X x X X X X x 

Self-

observation 

card  

 x  X   X    

 Class 

recordings  

        x  

Reflection 

Workshops 
   x    x   
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Implementation of the research component  

 

Narrative as a tool to reflect:  

 

The fact of reflecting on our daily practices and work, is an activity that allows all people, 

especially teachers and those students that are in the practicum process. This act of reflection 

helps to see how we develop our work inside the classroom. It also allows finding those weak 

points where is crucial to make a reinforcement and changes to better guide the teaching-

learning process. In that order, the narratives allowed to write and express how my teaching 

experience in the English class flows. Thus, while doing those narratives, researcher could 

describe how the classes, the students were and the role taken by the supervisor teacher. The 

pre-service teacher can write those aspects to improve and those ones positives that help 

while encouraging the teaching practice. Narratives also allowed have opportunity to see 

personal growing regarding how pre-service teacher teach.  

Self-observation cards.  

 

The self-observation cards were online forms that the pre-service teacher had to complete 

regarding the teaching practice in terms of planning, executing, classroom management, 

materials used in class, language use, students’ participation among other aspects that served to 

check the practicum process. Since these forms had to be answered every fortnight, its questions 

did not vary from one form to another. Two self-observation cards were fulfilled during the 

practicum process, this allowed the pre-service teacher to reflect on what aspects needed to be 

improved and if they improved since the first self-observation card that was answered; 
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additionally, while answering to its questions, the pre-service teacher had the opportunity to take 

as reference some of the statements that were presented in the form in order to put them into 

practice when carrying out the practicum process such as the participation of the students during 

the classes and their motivation, the lesson planning, some of the classroom management 

advices, the use of different resources, the activities carried out in the classes, the instructions 

and evaluations of the topics. Since these forms presented a specific criteria to self-evaluate, they 

were really useful because they allowed the pre-service teacher to focus on specific features that 

needed to be taken into account at the moment of carrying out the classes, and to put them into 

practice in case they were not.  

Reflection workshops.  

  

Reflections workshops were designed to serve as a space in which the practitioners had 

the opportunity to share their experiences during the practicum process and to guide their 

pedagogical practices by taking into account reflection as a tool. These writing workshops were 

planned to be develop three times during this process. However, these reflection workshops were 

implemented two time during the practicum process since there were some difficulties with the 

schedule due to the strike.   

Practicum meetings.  

 

As it was mentioned above, two reflection workshops could be developed, these 

practicum meetings were carried out by the directors of this process and all the practitioners. On 

the one hand, in the first meeting, the practitioners were asked to talk about their experience as 

teachers’ trainee until the moment and what difficulties or disadvantages they had faced; 

additionally, the directors clarified some doubts and gave guidelines about the practicum and the 
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final evaluation rubric. This first meeting served as a reflection workshop since all the 

practitioners had to listen to their partners and reflect on their own personal practices in order to 

socialize it with the rest of the group. On the other hand, the second practicum meeting helped 

the practitioners to clarify a lot of doubts regarding the practicum since there was a strike at the 

university that lasted a month. During this meeting, the directors of the practicum explained all 

the aspects that concerned the practicum process and developed a written exercise in order to 

check each one’s process. Although this last meeting served more as a solving doubts meeting, 

there was a reflection exercise since the practitioners had to think of what they had learnt during 

the process, what difficulties they had faced and what the advantages of carrying out the 

practicum were. Even though they were not the reflection workshops that were planned at the 

very beginning of the practicum, they served to achieve one of the main goals of this component 

which was to make the practitioner to reflect on their own pedagogical practices  

Classroom observation feedbacks.  

 

Throughout this process, three classroom observations were done by the tutor of each 

practitioner. Then, feedback was provided in order for the practitioners to know the positive 

aspects about her classes; what aspects could be improved; and some suggestions and 

considerations to better develop the English classes. These feedbacks served as a way to reflect 

on the pre-service teacher’s own practices since he received comments from another point of 

view, in this case from a teacher. Comments from another person were important because they 

let the pre-service teacher knew how he was working during the practicum; additionally, they 

served to compare and see if there was any change since the process started until it finished. 

Taking into account these comments allowed him to improve his practices and better carried out 

the English classes by modifying and taking advantage of her tutor’s suggestions.   
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Conclusions  

 

All along this process, the reflective practices that were implemented through different 

methods such as narratives; self-observation cards; and class recordings among others, allowed 

the pre-service teacher to reflect on his pedagogical practices from different perspectives even 

including her tutor’s suggestions and comments. These practices served as a way to check his 

own process at the school since they allowed his to face the teaching experience which was 

really different from other practices made before.   

All in all, the implementation of a reflective process during the practicum, helped all the 

teachers to see how they can be aware of their daily practice, how they can implement different 

strategies to surpass all kind of issues regarding the class, the discipline, the learning process, the 

students´ needs and to try to be each day analyzing the way the teacher acts and conducts himself 

while guiding an English course. 

On the other hand, interaction with students was very important because it allowed to 

have a real contact with them also because it demonstrated that if teachers have a good 

interaction with students, the classes can have a great development because it is important to 

clarify that teachers can’t give many confidence it can be prejudicial since that they can abuse of 

this relationship 

Subsequently, self-evaluating allowed the pre-service teacher to strength her teaching 

performance and others since there were many aspects to take into account when reflecting on 

one’s progress. Likewise, these practices not only favored the pre-service teacher but also the 
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students because as the teacher improved his teaching performance, this led to a change that 

positively impacted on students’ learning process.   

Finally, during the reflective practices it was evidenced that reflection not only allowed 

the pre-service teachers to take a look at their practices but also to improve them since the 

reflection activity resulted in many aspects that served as reference in order to change them, or 

add them to each one’s pedagogical practices; impacting not only their performance but also the 

English learning process of the students.   

Chapter III: Outreach Component 

“Awareness project to English language in elementary schools in Pamplona, Colombia” 

The outreach component of this study was focused on teaching English in other academic 

population since it is important to spread the teaching/learning process in EFL with people who 

have an easy access to education, because of that the pre- service teacher offered her assistance 

with the primary school and with the night session or formal education for adults, working with 

two cycles,. This initiative was a benefit for both sides, on one hand students received a new 

support since they didn’t have the same English proficiency as students who belong to the 

contrary session. On the other hand in accordance with the supervisor, the pre-service teacher 

completed the practicum stage. 

Justification  

 

The acquisition and learning of a foreign language allow students to be at the forefront of 

the needs that today’s world demands. It is therefore necessary to implement and work on it from 

the beginning of children’s schooling in order to finish their basic education cycle, they have 
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foundations that allow them to continue learning in high school, vocational and higher education 

to achieve more people to be trained in this area. 

The aim of this proposal was at raising awareness towards English teaching in elementary 

schools in Pamplona city, contributing to the basic education in foreign language which is 

necessary and essential in these levels. For this reason, this project will be carried out as part of 

the outreach component to the community of the integral practice that is developed by the last 

semesters students of the Foreign Languages program of Universidad de Pamplona, as a way to 

contribute to the strengthening of English teaching in elementary schools. 

The implementation of this proposal promote high and mutually as the institutions and 

student population of Pamplona city, as the Foreign Languages program and the integral practice 

students. This benefit redound in the possibility that children have in elementary schools of 

having contact with the foreign language and, at the same time, with students that are finishing 

their university education in order for them to know the realities and needs of the educational 

context, and in this way they could contribute by intervening in processes that impacted on the 

improvement of these needs.  

Objectives  

 

     General Objectives.  

 

This proposal of the outreach project, from the part of the Foreign Languages program of 

Universidad de Pamplona, focused on the following objectives: 

 To address the English Teaching demands from the child population in the elementary 

schools in Pamplona city.  
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 To integrate the foreign languages education of the students that belong to the degree in 

Foreign Languages English-French to the educational reality in elementary school in 

Pamplona city. 

Specific Objectives.  

 

With regards to a better comprehension of the aspect mentioned before, this proposal aimed at: 

 Familiarizing children of the elementary schools in Pamplona to essential knowledge of 

English. 

 Involving students from the Foreign Languages program in English teaching at 

elementary schools in Pamplona.  

 Articulating the students' training from the Foreign Languages program with the 

programs of social projection that are offered by the office of social interaction from 

Universidad de Pamplona.  

Typology of the project  

 

This is an educational disciplinary project in the curriculum area, open to all the 

institutions in which the practicum is developed and that offered elementary education in 

Pamplona. This project was part of the training project of the foreign languages program at 

Universidad de Pamplona.  

This study coordinated with social projection and went beyond institutional environment 

allowing PLEX the articulation to the community of Pamplona.  The main objective at a 

pedagogical and communicative level was framed into the outreach community institutional lines 

of Universidad de Pamplona.  
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Contribution lines  

 

 The contribution to formal education in the Foreign Languages area.  

 Civic education (attention to problems in the educational context in order to decrease the 

inequality of the educational system).  

 School community outreach at Universidad de Pamplona and the Foreign Languages 

program.  

Theoretical Framework  

 

Teaching Languages.   

 

 Linguistic International Policies. 

 

“La UNESCO se ha preocupado desde hace varios años por el papel de las lenguas en el 

contexto mundial. En su conferencia general de 1999 adoptó el término «educación multilingüe» 

para referirse al uso de al menos tres lenguas: la lengua materna, una lengua regional o nacional, 

y una internacional. Esta resolución partió de la idea de que los requerimientos de participación 

nacional y global, y la atención de las necesidades particulares de comunidades cultural y 

lingüísticamente distintas, únicamente pueden ser atendidos a través de la educación multilingüe. 

Cruz M, Loyo G, & Mendez E, (2011).  

La UNESCO (2003) considera que las lenguas no son únicamente medios de 

comunicación, sino que representan la verdadera fábrica de expresiones culturales; son 

portadoras de identidades, valores y visiones del mundo. Por ello, propone como principio para 

la diversidad cultural mantener y fortalecer la diversidad de las lenguas (incluyendo aquéllas con 

poblaciones nómadas o aisladas) y, al mismo tiempo, apoyar el aprendizaje de lenguas 
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internacionales que ofrecen acceso a la comunicación global y al intercambio de información. 

Para lograr lo anterior, la UNESCO sugiere fomentar el multilingüismo y el diálogo intercultural, 

así como desarrollar políticas para la traducción, en todos los medios posibles, de materiales 

escritos y visuales con el fin de promover la circulación de ideas y de trabajos artísticos”. 

According to Lima M, (2006), “El aprendizaje de las lenguas extranjeras es actualmente 

una necesidad ineludible, pero lo es también de manera inseparable el aprendizaje de las culturas 

que representan. Las lenguas constituyen el espíritu y la conciencia de los pueblos, señala el 

poeta; son el mejor instrumento para el acceso a otras culturas, a otras historias, a otros modos de 

ver y de entender el mundo; borran las distancias y nos acercan también a la ciencia y a la 

tecnología”. All types of learning are of vital importance in the sociability of the human being 

because it allows him/her to act adequately in different contexts. Learning a second language or 

other languages focuses personal and professional life of an individual to be successful at make 

and know-how. 

National Program of Bilingualism.  

 

  Colombia, as the other countries in Latin America and in the world, has adopted 

academic policies addressed to expand English as a foreign language through the national 

program of bilingualism launched in 2004 with three specific work lines: elementary and high 

schools; higher education; ethno-education; and flexible models of education. This program aims 

at the formation of competitive and productive human talent in a worldwide context in different 

fields of action. (MEN, 2006, p.6). 

Bilingualism.  
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  Bilingualism refers to the different degree of domination that an individual uses to 

communicate in more than a language and culture. This degree depends, mainly, on the context 

in which this individual is. Therefore, according to how a language is used, different from the 

native one, these languages are considered as second languages or foreign languages. MEN 

(2006). 

English teaching in elementary schools. 

 

According to Yesser A, & Chacon C, (2011) “La adquisición de una Lengua Extranjera 

es un proceso complejo en el cual intervienen múltiples variables de carácter cognitivo y afectivo 

inherentes al individuo así como factores propios del contexto sociocultural y educativo tales 

como el currículo, la metodología utilizada y la formación y actualización del docente de Lengua 

Extranjera, entre otros”. In such a way, the importance of getting to the point of comprehending 

how children learn and incorporate a foreign language, it is necessary to analyze the theoretical 

foundations that explain the learning or acquisition of a second language (L2) or a FL (Foreign 

Language), and how this process relates to the process of the mother tongue”. From this 

statement, Krashen (1991) cited by Yesser A & Chacon C, (2011) make a distinction between 

the concepts of acquisition and learning regarding the FL. “The acquisition of language is done 

naturally and unconsciously in the form of understandable input, which is processed and 

internalized, while learning involves learning in a conscious way the rules of the language". 

“Esta distinción ha sido cuestionada debido a que resulta complejo deslindar ambos términos los 

cuales forman parte de un proceso continuo entre lo inconsciente y consciente (Richard Amato 

1996)”. Authors show their point of view regarding the topic and they differ “que para efectos de 

esta disertación, los términos aprender y adquirir indistintamente debido a que la LE puede 
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adquirirse mediante actividades lúdicas de una manera inductiva y natural que también implica 

procesos de aprendizaje” it is important to highlight that the inputs made by de Krashen and 

Terrel (1983) in terms of the language natural approach are relevant for the process of a FL 

acquisition in children and support the Total Physical Response (TPR) proposed by Asher 

(1976). According to Krashen and Terrel (1983) a child acquires the language in three stages:   

Preproduction, is the stage in which the child develop the ability of listening and 

comprehending the language through gestures and actions, it is featured by the silence, therefore, 

it is suggested to use the method proposed by Asher (1976), Total Physical Response (TPR) in 

order to stimulate the development of a FL through psychomotor activities without emphasizing 

on the oral production. 

Early production, the child starts to say one or two words or phrases, it is recommended 

to focus on the meaning rather than grammar mistakes. 

Extended speech, in this stage, the child is already capable of producing complete 

sentences and participating in conversations. The teacher should help the child to improve the 

fluidity in the foreign language. 

To support the aforementioned about the process of foreign language acquisition, we can 

state according to Berko and Bernstein (1999), Cited by Yesser A & Chacon C, (2011) “La 

capacidad que tienen los niños de aprender, comprender, descubrir y formular formas 

comunicativas en un lenguaje extranjero subyace principalmente en la necesidad de establecer 

nuevos acercamientos sociales” (p. 467). Consequently, “los niños construyen a través del 

lenguaje significados del mundo que los rodea y establecen sus propios criterios de 

interpretación semiótica a cada concepto que descubren. Por esta razón, el aprendizaje de la LE 
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debe partir de los conocimientos previos y de los esquemas de la lengua materna dado que las 

representaciones desarrolladas en aprendizajes anteriores y experiencias previas constituyen el 

andamiaje para construir mediante la LE, nuevos esquemas mentales o ampliar los ya 

existentes”. 

Yesser A & Chacon C, (2011), cite Ausubel (1986) who stated “desde el punto de vista 

de la psicología cognitiva, explica que existen diferencias entre las capacidades cognitivas del 

niño y del adulto en relación con la cognición y la afectividad, las cuales se manifiestan en la 

motivación, creatividad, espontaneidad y flexibilidad que caracterizan a los niños y que distan 

mucho del adulto, quien, por lo general, es más proclive al bloqueo afectivo en el momento de 

expresarse en otra lengua”. “De los planteamientos anteriores, se desprende que la edad es un 

factor que incide en el aprendizaje del inglés como LE, particularmente en la adquisición de la 

pronunciación. Es decir, a menor edad, mayor es la probabilidad del niño o niña para desarrollar 

la pronunciación de un nativo”. 

Why to teach a Foreign Language in elementary schools?  

 

 Frandiño Y, Bermudez J, & Vasquez V, (2012) cite Madrid and McLaren (1981) who 

affirm that “there are different kind of reasons that justify the learning of a foreign language at 

school. Pointing out that the real reasons are pedagogical and formative. For example, based on 

various studies, it is indicated that: 

Children who start studying a foreign language at school tend to keep a level of performance 

more positive than others.  
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 Children show not only the capacity of imitating sounds and colloquialisms but also a 

great flexibility, spontaneity and the audacity that overcome teenagers’ and adults’.  

 Children not only tend not to fear to make mistakes but also to acquire and transmit 

meaning through gestures and pantomime.  

 Children are at a stage in which the plasticity of their brains makes it easier for them to 

learn languages. 

To sum up, human beings’ learning process is in function of experiences with the 

environment in which it is influenced by cultures that predominate and identify its idiosyncrasy 

and autonomy; especially in the young population in the life cycle of childhood, where from an 

infinite number of theories from the psychological, sociological field it is argued that the 

learning is given by the observation and listening of sounds that put in main attention the senses 

of each individual. Emphasizing that the process of cognition from the mental processes direct 

and lead to a significant learning in children who are at the beginning of learning especially an 

FL. 

Methodology  

 

This outreach component had as main purpose the pre-service teacher could contribute to 

enhance the level of English of students providing them extra-time to solve their doubts but also 

to reinforce English classes in primary students’ level at the “Escuela Normal Superior” which 

schedule was Wednesday and Fridays, in this way, student could promote and reinforce their 

knowledge and abilities. 
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Table 7. Primary schedule 

N HOUR MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRYDAY 

1 7:15-

7:55 

  5to    

2 8:05-

8:55 

  5to    

3 9:10- 

10:00 

    2do  

4 10:00-

10:20 

    2do  

 

Table 8. Topic of the Outreach component 2ND grade 

Week  Topic  Material  

1ST  ENVIRONMENT 

VOCABULARY 

FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

2ND  CLOTHES  FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

3RD  TOYS VOCABULARY FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

4TH  SCHOOL VOCABULARY FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

5TH  HUMAN BODY FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

6TH  DEMONSTRATIVE 

PRONOUNS  

FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

7TH  ANIMALS  FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

8TH  FAMILY MEMBERS FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 
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9TH  AN/A ARTICLE  FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

10TH  THIRD TERM 

EVALUATION  

FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

 

Table 9. Topic of the Outreach component (5TH GRADE) 

Week  Topic  Material  

1ST  PRESENT SIMPLE FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

2ND  PAST SIMPLE  FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

3RD  USED TO  FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

4TH  COMPARATIVES/SUPERLATIVES FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

5TH  CLOTHES  FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

6TH  THERE IS/THERE IS  FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

7TH  PROFESSIONS FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

8TH  FAMILY MEMBERS FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

9TH  AN/A ARTICLE  FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

10TH  THIRD TERM EVALUATION  FLASHCARD/WORKSHEET 

 

Development of the Outreach Component  

In this component, the pre-service worked with 2nd and 5th graders two hours by week at 

normal superior, it is important to mention that work with this population was a great experience 

because was very different work in secondary school and primary school; with second and fith 

graders teacher was working with flashcards which it motivated students to learn a second 
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language and demonstrated that study a foreign language it not a difficult situation. However, the 

implementation of activities in this grades were few because students had not classes but the 

topics seen with each grade has been explained and exploited with another strategy implemented 

by pre-service teacher, these were the worksheets which it allowed to verify if the students 

understood among them crossword, word search and match activities etc.  

The use of flashcards also allowed to reinforce the pronunciation because each one has 

his phonetic. At the moment to show them, the teacher asked: what did this image represent? So 

students watched the image and answer in Spanish because those gave the opportunity to 

associate the image and teacher told them in English their pronunciation and how to write it.  

The work with this community allowed to familiarize students in learning process of a 

second language which teacher evidenced that are motivated to learn and receive the knowledge 

that teachers have beside primary students loved to learn drawing, watching images, videos and 

with funny activities. Finally, the pre-service was grateful for the work done with these graders. 

Nevertheless, it is important to mention, primary only have 2 hours by week it means that it was 

little for them take advantage of this.  

Conclusions 

 

With the development of this proposal, it was perceived that students’ interest in learning 

English increased a little bit since they seemed to be more active and participative during the 

English classes in which Flashcards were used. Additionally, researcher noticed that when using 

these kind of visual aids, students felt more motivated which helped them to better learn all the 

vocabulary. On the other hand, it was evidenced that students preferred their classes when they 

were having fun while learning because in that way, they were more committed to the work they 
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had to do. Finally, students seemed to be really happy with the opportunity of having a more 

qualified English teacher since they were full of questions and doubts; for that reason, they took 

advantage of the pre-service teacher because they thought those questions and doubts would be 

clarify better.   

CHAPTER IV 

Administrative Component 

Introduction  

   

The purpose of this chapter was to present the extra administrative activities, in which the 

pre-service teacher has to participate actively during the process of implementation of the 

project. The pre-service teacher needs to take part in all cultural, academic celebrations’ 

activities, being an example in punctuality and authority. 

In addition, it is essential for the future teacher to keep an active role with the other 

teachers. Being familiar with each event and personal aspect of the teachers’ life could be 

necessary during this process in order to acquire experience in the teaching work. 

During the ten weeks period in which the practicum was done, the pre-service teacher 

played the role of another teacher in the school who had to be part of the events, activities, 

among other extra-curricular activities; this process of getting involved not only contributed to 

the execution of these activities but also to the training process of the teacher as he/she 

experienced real lives contexts.   

Objectives  

 

General objective    
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 To take part in extracurricular activities at “Escuela Normal Superior”. 

Specific objectives    

 

 To participate actively in all academic and cultural events proposed by the institution.    

 To be part of the logistics team in those events. 

 To understand why the implementation of extra-curricular activities are important in the 

institutions. 

 To help in the organization of some events through the practicum process. 

 

 

Methodology  

 

The pre-service teacher participated in all the events proposed by the institution according 

to the school calendar and in the role that the cooperating teacher assigns during his practicum 

process. Those activities are flag-raising, parents and teachers meetings, informative meetings, 

English Festival among others.  

Table 10. Time Table of the school activities 

DATE ACTIVITY 

SEPTEMBER-13  

SEPTIEMBRE-14 

ENGLISH FESTIVAL-SPELLING BE 

CELEBRACIÓN DIA AMOR Y 

AMISTAD 

OCTUBRE 5  

OCTUBRE 25 

ECUCARISTIA NORMALISTA 

FESTIVAL DE LA CANCIÓN 
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OCTUBRE 31  DIA DEL ESTUDIANTE 

NOVIEMBRE 2  

NOVIEMBRE 9  

ENTREGA DE INSIGNIAS 

DIAS DE LOS PARQUES NATURALES 

  

 

Activities in which the practitioner made part 

 

Our role was not only be in a classroom teaching but pre-service teacher had the 

opportunity to take part in all activities proposed by the institution, the first event that pre-service 

teacher took part was in the English’s Event (spelling bee contest) as teacher had the opportunity 

of being the organizers of this event, also we prepared students in the different activities 

developed such as (song’s performance, poems performance and spell of the word worked on the 

event) also, we were the host in this important event which it was the English macro event. 

(Annex, 7)  

  

Figure 17: spelling Bee Contest  

Additionally, as teacher had the opportunity to be integrated on the flag raising held by primary 

school which as teacher were in charge of the courses that we were teaching (second and fith 
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graders). In this flag raising, a course was in charge of the organization, which were presented 

different activities such as: songs, poems and dancing) since main topic was love and friendship. 

Also, we were present in the last flag raising on secondary school there eleven grade delivered 

the representative emblems of the institution to tenth grade, such as: the flag and shield etc. 

Those activities allowed us to be members of the school. (Annex,8)  

  

Figure 18: Flag raising   

Student’s Day was held on October 31st, this day students were disguised since it was on 

Halloween’s Day, and the authorities’ academics allowed this celebration since it is an 

institutional date of the institution. During this day students did aerobics, they danced, they 

played football, there was contest to the best disguise and finally student had a special sharing 

given by the school. In the contest, the pre-service teacher had as a jury with other teacher of the 

school, one more experience to integrate us as an academic community.  (Annex, 9)  
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Figure 19: Fig.18 student’s Day  

Conclusions  

 

 During all the practicum process, the pre-service teacher was treated as a proper teacher 

by all the members of the school community including not only the students but the rest of the 

teachers, and the administrative staff. As time went by, the practitioner learnt the way in which 

the school managed and organized different activities which varied from flag-raisings and special 

celebration  

Additionally, it was evidenced, from the part of the practitioner, why every institution 

developed these activities since they served as another way to build and train students but from 

other perspectives because they were prepared in order to teach important things that students 

might need in their lives. Likewise, those activities were made in order to fulfill the school 

academic year since it did not focus only on teaching students about different subjects but 

building them as correct people for our society and future.  It was really significant as a 

practitioner to be part of the school since as a member of it, she was working not only on 

teaching English to students but also to collaborate and help in the organization of some 

important activities that not only concerned the English area but also the whole school. 
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Annexes 

Annexe 1: Journals 

Journal N° 2: Second writing Workshop: “Write to a foreign friend through an anecdote how 

their last vacations were” 

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0013/001314/131496eo.pdf
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DATE: October 26th 27th  2018 COURSE: Seventh grade A 

 

WRITING WORKSHOP #2 

 

NAME: My last vacation  

 

 

METHODOLOGY  

 

INTRODUCTION:  

 

Researcher’s reflection:  

In order to start the class the second project’s implementation, researcher showed a video 

related to the topic that will be worked in this intervention. This video was an essential part 

since students could identify the general topic that will be worked in class. On the other hands, 

students watched it and they identified the main topic presented in this video, in this stage 

students demonstrated interest, an active participation because researcher asked some general 

questions about the video so students answered these questions correctly: What do you think is 

the main topic in this video? Where would you like to travel on your next vacation? Where 

were you on your last vacation?  In this part, researcher could detect that it will be an 

interesting topic for them because it was related to a personal experience.  

 

 

Step 1: PRE-TASK      READING COMPREHENSION: SCAN/VOCABULARY ACTIVITY 

 

Researcher’s reflection:  

 

In order to start the second writing workshop, teacher projected an image related to the story 

they were going to read; with this image students could identify the possible story, the researcher 

asked: what do you think about this image?  Which students could imagine some situations that 

were correct, in this section, researcher thanks to the image presented before reading the story, 
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students could identify what could be the possible story. Second, researcher gave a piece of 

paper with the story “the football game” where students read and they had to highline the words 

unknown; in this case students should look for the comparative adjectives since it was the main 

topic worked in the class. In order to clarify this words, researcher gave a word search where 

student looked for it and researcher with the help of images clarified it. In this section, students 

could understand the story easily because it was not so difficult, students showed respect, an 

active participation because the story was interesting for them. However, a problem emerged 

the indiscipline some students were making much noise which prevented the good development 

of the class for this reason, researcher had that continue with the next activity  

 

 

Step 2 PRE-TASK READING COMPREHENSION: SKIM  

 

Researcher’s reflection:  

 

In this part, researcher asked students some questions related to story: those questions were 

asked in order to verify if students had understood the story. Researcher could verify that 

students had comprehended because it was not difficult to comprehend, students could 

understand correctly the story thanks to the activities implemented before researcher asked it. 

On the other hand, researcher could notice that it story allowed to keep students concentrated 

because it was related to the personal life.  

 

PRE-TASK WRITING   STEP 1: PLANNING  

 

Researcher’s reflection:  

 

Before start to writing the second workshop, it was necessary to mention  

That they is going to write an anecdote, researcher explained that is an anecdote also 

researcher showed the useful expressions to create it. In this part, students took notes about 

these expressions because should be used in the story that were going to write. Students asked 

researcher about some possible ideas to write it so researcher could verify that students were 
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motivated in the second task since they wanted to tell about the last vacation an interesting 

topic for them.  

PRE-TASK WRITING STEP 2: DRAFTING  

 

Researcher’s reflection:  

 

In order to start writing the second story, researcher gave the instructions to write it, in this 

section researcher could notice that they were motivated to create it because in the first 

workshop the topic was not so interesting for this reason, researcher could corroborate that 

student if wanted to write because it was a topic that caught their attention. Students began to 

write it in the class in order to complete it, researcher helped them clarifying some doubts in 

vocabulary, in general student was interested to write the anecdote because was a topic that 

they knew and they felt confident writing something that had already lived.  

PRE-TASK WRITING: STEP 3 EDITING  

 

Researcher’s reflection:  

 

As students didn’t finish the story in the class, researcher told them that they could finish it in 

their houses for the next class so it were delivered the next day. In this part, students had more 

engagement since all were writing the anecdote and asking about how to create it correctly. 

Unlike the first writing workshop, students were interested in writing the anecdote because the 

topic worked was not bored for them.  

PRE-TASK WRITING: STEP 4 FINAL VERSION 

 

Researcher’s reflection:  

 

Unlike the first creation, researcher could do the relevant corrections on time in order that 

student could submit he story on the platform. In this part, researcher took the students to the 

computer room, there they wrote the story on this platform. Researcher could notice that 

students were excited using this platform, they said that it was very funny write there because 

they could use the image that wanted and the colors preferred in their creations. On the other 
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hand, students didn’t want to stop writing on the platform because they were writing in an 

interactive way and not a sheet like they did in the classes for this reason, researcher could 

corroborated the student’s happiness writing on this platform and saying teacher when  will be 

the next workshop. It is important to mention that have these students writing through a 

computer the indiscipline was not provoked however, all the time was not possible to be in the 

computer room because it was busy with other classes but teacher told them you can continue 

creating the stories in their house because access to it was free  

 

Annexe 2: Semi-Structured Interviews 
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Annexe 3: Student's written Production 
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Annexe 4: Matrices for the analysis 
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Annexe 5: Self-observation Cards 
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Annexe 6: Narratives 

 

Annexe 7: Spelling Bee Contest 
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Annexe 8: Flag Raising 
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Annexe 9: Student's Day 
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